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FOREWORD
The Marian Library of the University of Dayton secured the Clugnet collection
in 1954. It is an imposing assortment of more than 8500 items, including books,
pamphlets, newspapers, periodicals, broadsides, engravings, and medals, all
referring to the cult of the Blessed Virgin, particularly in France. Leon Clugnet
(1848 - 1920), a French scholar and eminent bibliographer who had been
librarian of the University of Paris, assembled this collection - the most complete
in existence on devotion to Mary in the various provinces of France.
Based on this unique collection, Clugnet prepared his Bibliographie de Culte
Local de la Vierge Marie, the only reference work on the subject. The first seventeen fascicles were to contain the material concerning local cults in the seventeen
archbishoprics of France proper. Until 1903, three volumes were published by
A. Picard et Fils of Paris. The rest of the work is preserved in the collection in
manuscript, in the form of thousands of library cards with minute descriptions in
Clugnet's hand.
It would be possible to make any number of bibliographical studies in the
Clugnet collection. Brother William Fackovec, S.M., with the 1958 centenary of
the apparitions of Our Lady of Lourdes in mind, chose to concentrate on the works
in the French language qbout Lourdes which are contained in the collection. His
intensive research, carried out at the Marian Library over a period of several
summers, brought him the inspiration, the humor, the intellectual enjoyment, and
the drudgery which are the lot of all serious bibliographers. His work will, we
think, help to open up the riches contained in the Clugnet collection to students
interested in the subject. His accurate annotations should be of particular assistance.
We hope that this will be the first of a series of bibliographical studies on the
Clugnet collection which the Marian Library will publish.

May 15, 1958

Stanley G. Mathews, S.M.

I..

HISTORIES OF THE APPARITIONS, GROWTH OF THE SHRINE
ANONYMOUS
Album de Notre Dame de Lourdes; notice sur les apparitions. Propriete
de la Grotte. n.d.
Thirty-two drawings illustrate the text which includes a history of the apparitions,
important dates In the shrine's history and a guide to various places of interest In
connection with the shrine.

ANONYMOUS
Lourdes et ses miracles. Caen, F. Le Blanc-Hardel, 1874. (302pp.)
Taking Lasserre's Notre Dame de Lourdes, this author simplified it for juvenile readers
and added some more recent miracles. Letters from doctors, the persons cured and
from those in some way connected with them testify to the authenticity of the cures.

ANONYMOUS (Croix du Nord)
Lourdes les apparitions; simple recit. Lille, Librairie Croix du Nord,
1908. (64pp.)
Here is a collection of articles on the apparitions of Lourdes originally published In the
Croix du Nord. Each article was printed on the Golden Jubilee date of some one of
the apparitions.

ANONYMOUS
Notice sur Notre-Dame de Lourdes, par un missionaire. Lourdes, B. Pujo,
1872. (22pp.)
The stories of four cures are appended to the four brief chapters on the apparitions.
Bishop Laurence's coat of arms is on page 2.

ANONYMOUS
Notre Dame de Lourdes. Abbeville, C. Paillart, 1886? (31pp.) (2 copies)
This small pamphlet merely sketches the apparitions, miracles. vrocessions. Every page
has a drawing of some kind. PP. 6-8 contain interesting information on Lourdes and the
Popes.

ANONYMOUS
Pe:erinage de Notre Dame de Lourdes. Lourdes, Ch. Liou, 1872? (l6pp.).
Capsule paragraphs on the visions, and early miracles make up this pamphlet.

ARCHELET, L'ABBE
A Lourdes. les apparitions de 1858; histoire, ascetisme, psychologie.
Paris, P. Lethielleux, 1907. (392pp.)
Each apparition is treated in a chapter some twenty pages long which also contains
reflections on the events narrated and points out moral lessons implied therein,

AUBERT, A. L'ABBE
Histoire de la Grotte de Lourdes racontee
la jeunesse; douxieme
edition. Tours, Maison Alfred Mame et fils, 1901. (142pp.)

a

The story of the early apparitions and the events they brought to pass, the basilica, the
pilgrimageS, Bernadette are the features of this book for younger readers.
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BARBE, DANIEL
Lourdes. Paris, Sanard et Derangeon, 1893. (95pp.)
Of particular value here are: 1. The letters from civil authorities relative to the apparitions given in chapter 4; 2. Mgr. Mermillod's talk at the consecration of the basilica;
3. chapter 8 which deals with the Marian shrine at Betharram near Lourdes. On pp 81-83
is a pOem about this shrine in French and also in the local patois.

Lourdes hier, aujourd'hui, demain. Paris, Raoul Montlouis, 1893. (95pp.)
Same book as above,

BARBET, JEAN
Guide de Lourde et de la Grotte, comprenant la description complete
de Lourde et de la Grotte; deuxieme edition. Paris, Societe de Saint
Augustin, Desciee, De Brouwer et Cie; 1893. (258pp.)
This is the only modern book using the original spelling Lourde. Book one has something special to contribute in chapter 4 which contains biographies of important Lourdes
families and of those who figure prominently in the history of the shrine. Book two
includes a wealth of material on the geography of the surrounding territory and aIm
on the sociological aspects of 1he town.

BEAUCORPS, JEAN COMTE DE

Lourdes, les apparitions. Paris, Bloud et Cie; 1911. (300pp)
The works of Cros and Estrade and the interviews the author had with those who had
known Bernadette supplied the information for this book. Part one tells of the apparitions and also of Bernadette's family. Part two deals with the reaction of the DEople of
Lourdes and of the civil and church authorities to the visions. Part three, devoted to
Bernadette. includes extracts from her letters and gives a very human picture of her.
Part four discusses false theories about the visions.

BESANCENET, ALFRED DE

Lourdes, Paris, A. Lemercier et Cie, 1888. (l5pp.)
The 8 large drawings especially those giving panoramic views are the best part of this
work. The text gives very little information.

BLONDEEL, FIRMIN
Histoire de Notre Dame de Lourdes d'apres V.Y.D.K. Anvers, Imprimerie
Nationale, 1903. (176pp.)
In the main this is a history of the apparitions and their attendant circumstances. The
last chapter speaks of the efforts freethinkers made to discredit Lourdes. The author
does not proceed beyond the date of Bernadette's death.

BONASSE, JEAN DE

Historique de la Grotte de Lourdes. Tarbes, J. M. Dufour, 1868. (159pp.)
(2 copies)
This is the second oldest history of the shrine in the collection. To be no ted are:
1. chapter one with its interesting legends on the early history of Lourdes; 2. Filhol's
analysis of the spring water given in great detail PP. 93-100; 3. the sermon given af:er
the blessing of the statue at the Grotto in 1864; 4. chapter XI where the author ,ays that
the Bishop should have begun his investigations earlier.
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BORDEDEBAT, P. L'ABBE
Les apparitions de Notre-Dame de Lourdes et la societe contemporaine.
Paris, Tequi, 1909. (280pp.)
There are 26 chapters on the apparitions containing extended commentaries on the
details as reported by Bernadette. Chapters 30 and 31 have information not found e ~ se
where. The one tells of the conditions to be fulfilled before a statue of the Blessed
Virgin may be solemnly crowned. The other tells how the special Mess and Office in
honor of Our Lady of Lourdes came to be composed and by whom .

BOUIX, MARCEL, S.J.
Apparitions de Notre-Dame de Lourdes et particularites de la vie de
Bernadette et du pelerinage depuis les apparitions jusqu'a nos jours.
seconde edition. Paris, a l'lmprimerie de l'Oeuvre de Saint-Paul, Soussens et (ie; 1878. (467pp.) (2 copies)
Written in thanksgiving for a cure at Lourdes. part one besides telling the story of each
apparition also explains the nature and effec~s of true supernatural apparitions. gives
reaSQI!S for what the Blessed Virgin did and said during her talks with Bernadette and
in chapter 24 tells why these manifestations took place after the proclamation of the
dOgnla of the Inlmaculate Conception. The first chapters of part. 2 are on the life of
Bernadette after the visions. The rest are a kind of history of the development of Marian
cult at the Grotto. Information is also given on Lourdes replicas in other places

Apparitions de Notre-Dame de Lourdes et particularites de la vie de
Bernadette et du pelerinage depuis les apparitions jusqu'a nos jour3.
troisieme edition. Paris, Victor Lecoffre, 1880. (541 pp.)
This is an enlarged edition of the above . To part one have been added several sermonlike chapters on matters not strictly pertaining to Lourdes. To be noted in part two are:
1. chapters 11 and 13 containing details on the first French National Pilgrimage of 1872
and one from the United States of 1874; 2. chapters 14-16 which tell of Lourdes replicas
in Europe and the New \VorJd; 3. chapters 20-23 which contain much information 011
the ccnsecration of the basilica in 1876 and on the crowning of the statue.

CANETO, M. F.
Notre-Dame de Lourdes; etude monographique de cette chapel Ie. Auch,
Felix Foix, 1871. (63pp.)
The Vicar-General of Auch issued this history and description of the Lourdes basilica
the year it was finished.

CASABlANCA, L.M., L'ABBE
Ecrin de Notre Dame de Lourdes comprenant les heures pieuses du
pelerin aux pieds de Marie. Paris, A. Normand, 1877. (440pp.)
Of the book 's four parts the first is a brief summary of the apparitions. The second is
concerned with the consecration and coronation of July . 1876. Included here are three
letters from Pius IX. a pastoral from the Bishop of Tarbes and also the falnous homily
of Mgr. Pie. Bishop of Poitiers. Part three which is a kind of prayer-book contains
some meditations on the Rosary, a Novena to Our Lady of Lourdes and some expansions
of Mass prayers found in the Recueil de Petit Seminalrc d' Ajaccio. In part four are
found short readings for the month of May, also a list of 310 banner. hanging in the
basilica. France's vow to :he Immaculate Conception of Lourdes and the acclamations
sung to Our Lady of Lourdes.
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CROS, L.-JOSEPH-MARIE, S.J.

Notre Dame de Lourdes, recits et mysteres. Toulouse, Edouard Privat.
Paris, Victor Retaux, 1901. (620pp.)
The oral and written testimony of some 200 witnesses, the archives of the Church
authorities and those from many different civil bodies furnished the material for this.
the most authoritative of the histories. The first half of the book in its first sixteen
chapters deals with the apparitions, while the remaining fourteen speak mainly of
Bernadette and of subsequent events at ihe Grotto. The second half of the book consists
of reflections on the facts recorded in the previous section.

DAUZAT-DEMBARRERE

Histoire politique de la Grotte de Lourdes, par Dauzat-Dembarrere,
ancien depute officier de la Legion d'Honneur. Paris, E. De Soyea et Fils,
1872. (24pp.)
This is a collection of letters which Bishop Laurence sent to Dauzat-Dembarrere whom
he had asked to negotiate with the government for permission to build a church at the
Grotto of Lourdes.

DELPUECH, GABRIEL, L' ABBE

Notre Dame de Lourdes (foi et raison). Toulouse, Librairie Sistac, 1902.
(295pp.)
The author approaches the subject of Lourdes from the point of view of a Christian
philosopher. Of particular value are the following: 1. Pages 45 to 50 which quote from
Mgr. Malou's "De I'Iconogravhie de l'Immaculee Conception., ou de la meilleure mantere
de representer ce mystere." Bernadette's description of the lady who called herself "The
Immaculate Conception" corresponds perfectly with the suggestions Malou gives for
representing this mystery which he published long before the visions; 2. P. 122 a comparison of the visions at La Salette and Lourdes; 3. chapter 8 the description of the
three churches at Lourdes and the treasures of the basilica; 4. p.173 the patois used in
the dialogues between the vision and Bernadette. Much of the rest is of a hortatory
nature.

ESTRADE, J.-B.

Les apparitions de Lourdes; souvenirs intimes d'un temoin. Tours, Alfred
Mame et Fils, 1899. (324pp.)
The first part narrates the apparitions, the first six as told by Bernadette to the author,
the other twelve a8 Vv·it.nessed either by the author himself or his sister, a close friend
of the seer. Part two speaks of the opposition given by freethinkers, the press and the
local government. pP. 317-321 contain Abbe Richard's study of the source of the miraculous spring.

FOURCADE, L'ABBE

a

L'apparition
la Grotte de Lourdes en 1858 ... Tarbes, J. A. Fonga,
1862. (106pp.)
At the bishop's request the Eccretary of the diocesan investibating committee published
this report of its work examining the visions. the reported cures. the various explanations offered. Documents included are: the bishop's order for investigation, his mandate
of approval, Filhol's analysis of the spring water.

L'apparition

a la Grotte de

Lourdes en 1858 ... Paris, Jacques Lecoffre
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et Cie, n.d. (141 pp.)
L'apparition

a la

Grotte de Lourdes en 1858 . . . (3e edition) Paris,

Jacques Lecoffre et Cie, 1864. (144pp.)
These last two editions are subst,mtially the same as the first one.

GAELL, RENE

Vers Lourdes

SOIJS Ie haut patronage de S. G. Mgr. Schoepfer, eveque
de Tarbes. Paris, Journal L'Univers, 1910. (124pp.)

The chief value of this history lies in the 34 excellent photographs. That of Bernadette
on page 30 was the only one taken in 1858 and had never been published before. The
four page bibliography in the appendix. though not extensive. is well annotated.

LAGREZE, G.B., DE
Le Chateau de Lourdes et la Grotte de I'apparition: curiosites prehistoriques et Pyreneennes, domination Romaine, domination des Anglais dans
Ie Bigorre, La Bastille de Pyrenees, Notre Dame de Lourdes; 3e edition
entierement refaite. Tarbes, Th. Telmon, 1875. (252pp.)
In 1845 this author published a book called ChronfQue de fa ville et du chateau. He
claims to be Lourdes first historian. Books one to three of the present volume tell first
of the glacial and pre-historic periods as they affected the area. then proceed to the
legends of early history and so on to more recent years. Book four tells of the customs
and beliefs of those living jn the Pyren~s. Book five, besides some pages on the Lourdes
apparitions. also speaks of other Marian shrines, The appendix is a poem narrating a
popular legend, La Fee d'azun ou la Dame de I'Onde.

Histoire de Lourdes. Le Chateau-Ia Grotte. Paris, Ch. Douniol, 1877.
(421 pp.)
In this expanded version of the above there has been added an entire book on the basilica
and its treasures. A list of the prelates in attendance at the consecration of 1876 is giv~n
on p . 384.

LE GENDRE, A.
Les glanes d'or de Lourdes. La Rochelle, Imprimerie Nouvelle Noel
Texier, 1897. (100pp.)
Chapter one has some interesting anecdotes on the visits paid to Bernadette by some
bishops. Chapter iwo treats of Lourdes adversaries like Charcot. Dlday and Zola. Chapter
three details some famous miracles.

LAFITTE, CHARLES, L'ABBE
La Grotte de Lourdes. Tarbes, J.-P. Larrieu, 1872. (141 pp.) (autographed
copy)
Less a narration of the events that transpired at Lourdes iha.n a discussion of their
significance. this work seems written for those acquainted with the story. but who
would want a better understanding of it. The dates of the various Inquests held are
given on PI'. 136 ff.

LANGERACK, AMORY DE
La Grotte de Lourdes. treizieme edition. Paris, J. Lefort. Lille, A. Taffin-
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Lefort, n.d. (l64pp.)
Written before the death of Bernadette's father, this is a history of the apparition. and
of the circumstances arising therefrom. Chapter XIX tells of the marvelous orillins of
of some other Marian shrines.

LASSERRE, HENRI
Notre-Dame de Lourdes; (deuxieme edition); Paris, Victor Palme, 1869.
(468pp.)
In thanksgiving for the restoration of his eyesight through the use of some Lourdes
water, the author wrote this, the most popular history of the shrine. This very detailed
study of the apparitions and the circumstances to which they gave rise resulted from
the author's interviews with those who figured in the events either as principals or as
witnesses. Various documents and contemporarY newspaper accounts are often Quoted.

Notre Dame de Lourdes; quatrieme edition; Paris, Victor Pal me, 1869.
(468pp.)
Notre Dame de Lourdes. Paris, Victor Palme, 1869. (468pp.)

a

Notre-Dame de Lourdes; ouvrage honore d'un bref special adresse
I'auteur par sa Saintete Ie Pape Pie IX; soixante et unieme edition. Paris,
Victor Palme, 1872. (464pp.)

This edition and the subsequent ones contain the brief Pius IX sent to the author congratulating him for writing the book.

a

Notre Dame de Lourdes; ouvrage honore d'un bref special adresse
I'auteur par sa Saintete Ie Pape Pie IX. Paris, Sanard et Derangeon .
Limoges, Eugene Ardant et Cie; 1893. cent vingt-huitieme edition.
(412pp.)
This is an illustrated edition containing engravings of persons and places in some way
connected with Lourdes. its miracles.

a

Notre-Dame de Lourdes; ouvrage honore d'un bref special adresse
I'auteur par sa Saintete Ie Pape Pie IX du 750eme au 752eme mille'
(Notre Dame de Lourdes et Episodes Miraculeux) Paris, P. Lethielleux,
1913. (464pp.)
Notre Dame de Lourdes. Paris, P. Lethielleux, 1913. (338pp.)
The paper jacket with a picture of the author was inserted by Clugnet.

a

Notre Dame de Lourdes . ouvrage honore d'un bref special adresse
I'auteur par sa Saintete Ie Pape Pie IX; cent cinquantieme edition.
Paris, Maison Vanblotaque, n.d.

MONIQUET, PAULIN, L'ABBE
Les divines apparitions de Lourdes (edition populaire). Paris, (Ve) Arthur
Savaete, 1910. (148pp.)
W~itten

for those who read little, this book borrcwing from the works of Estrade and

1.0

eros purposes to see the divine plan in the apparitions. Following P . 23 is a discussion
of the character of Bernadette's ecstasies. Following P. 115 is one on the diabolical
manifestations at the Grotto between the last two apparitions. Photos of Bernadette,
Mgr. Laurence and Peyramale are included.

Les origines de Notre-Dame de Lourdes; defense des eveques de Tarbes
et des missionnaires de Lourdes; examen critique de divers ecrits de
M. H. Lasserre. Paris, Arthur Savaete, 1901. (494pp.)
This sequel to the author's Le Cas de M. Henri Lasserre was prompted by
book on Abbe Peyramale. Moniquet accuses Lasserre of injustice to the bishops
and to the priests caring for the Grotto and of over-praising Peyramale. The
contains letters some bishops wrote to Lasserre. A chronological table of
Lourdes between 1858-1899 begins on P. 489.

Lasserre's
of Tarbes
appendix
events at

PEYRIN, L.
Notre-Dame de Lourdes; ses apparitions Bernadette, guerisons miraculeuses, recits dedies la jeunesse. Tours, Alfred Cattier, 1898. (127pp.}

a

a

Intended for younger readers. There is a chapter on the death of the Abbe Peyramale
and of Bernadette.

PRUVOST, 5., L'ABBE
Les merveilles de Massabielle
Lourdes, apparitions - m iracles pelerinages . . .. recit dispose en 32 chaptires pour les mois de Marie
au du rosaire; deuxieme edition. Paris, Maison de la Bonne Presse,
1911. (206pp.)

a

This book of spiritual readings is based on the work of Estrade. Dozous, and Lasserre.
Of special interest are : 1. the bibliography of books on Lourdes PP . xi-xiii; 2. an account
of Estrade in 1909 when visited by a committee to inquire regarding Bernadette's canonization ; 3. a comment on the famous Artus-Diday controversy.

RONSE, ALFRED
Le pays de Lourdes; souvenirs de voyage. Bruges, Edw. Gailliard et

Comp., 1874, (98pp.)
The author here is concerned not so much with the shrine but with the locality of
Lourdes . He attends to the history of the city, the characteristics of Its people. their
language. their commerce. On page 90 is an analysis of the water of the miraculous spring
made by Latour.

SEGUR, MGR. DE
Les merveilles de Lourdes; nouvelle edition. Paris, Librairie de Propagande Haton, 1872. (288pp .)
Lasserre's Notre Da.me de Lourdes and the Anna.les de Lourdes furnished the material
fo·r this volume written in gratitude for the cure of the author's mother. Given here
are the accounts of the visions and other early history as well as the stories of more
than 15 miraculous cures.

Les merveilles de lourdes; vingt-neuvieme edition. Paris, Librairie SaintJoseph Tolra, 1896. (285pp.)
This is the same as the edition of 1872.
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BIOGRAPHIES OF IMPORTANT FIGURES IN LOURDES' HISTORY
ANONYMOUS
Bernadette Soubirous, en religion Soeur Marie-Bernard. Nevers, imprimerie Fay.-G. Valliere, successeur, 1879. (23pp.)
Of special interest in this pamphlet on Bernadette are pages seven to twelve which
quote the chaplain who assisted at her last moments.

ANONYMOUS
La confidente de I'lmmaculee, Bernadette Soubirous . . . Nevers, St.Gildard. Lourdes, Magasin de la Grotte, 1912. (314pp.)
Extracts from her writings and conversations enliven this biography written by a member
of Bernadette's community. Some miraculous cures attributed to her are detailed on
PP. 300-308. while PP. 309-314 tell of the first steps taken in the process for her eventual
canonization.

BARBEl, JEAN
Monseigneur Peyramale et son eglise. Lourdes, Imprimerie de Octave
Lacrampe, 1897? (72pp.)
The author sets forth the difficulties especially the financial ones preventing the completion of the Abbe Peyramale's new parish church. Some of the tributes paid at the
abbe's funeral are given on PP. 26 ff.

BOYER, EUGENE
Une visite it Bernadette et it la Grotte de Lourdes . .. Lourdes, Paul
Dufour, 1870. (l72pp.)
To be particularly noted here are: 1. PP. 27-59 which tell of the author's visit to Bernadette in 1865 ; 2. the description of the crypt in the yet unfinished basilica; 3. the appendix
which tells of the Soubirous family after Bernadette entered the convent.

COLIN, LOUIS
Henri Lasserre, ses dernieres lettres, sa mort, ses funerailles, les discours. Nancy, A. Crepin-Leblond, 1900. (32pp.)
Lourdes best known historian died in July of 1900. His final months are chronicled In
this brochure which contains also two of his last letters and the six brief tributes paid
at his burial.

LASSERRE, HENRI
Bernadette, Soeur Marie-Bernard; onzleme edition. Paris, Societe
Generale de Librairie Catholique, Victor Palme. Bruxelles, J. Albanel,
Dr. de la Succursale. Geneve, Grosset et Trembley, 1879. (430pp.)
Book one treating of Bernadette's early life is taken from the author's Notre Dame de
Lourdes. In book two Lasserre cites Bernadette as witness to the accuracy he achieved
in that earlier volume. Book three devoted to her life in the convent includes a number of
anecdotes told by those who lived with her. On page 390 is a transcription of the parchment burled with Bernadette. and the last fourteen pages contain the funeral oration
by Bishop Lelong and that by Abbe Barriere given at Lourdes.
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Bernadette, Soeur Marie-Bernard; edition illustree d'encadrements
varies a chaque page et d'une chromolithographie, scenes, portraits,
vues a vol d'oiseau et paysages; septieme edition. Paris, Sanard et
Derangeon, 1894. (488pp.)
Bernadette, Soeur Marie-Bernard. Paris, Sanard et Derangeon. Limoges,
Eugene Ardout et Cie, 1894. (411 pp.)
Le cure de Lourdes, Mgr. Peyramale. Paris, Bloud et Barral, 1897.
(464pp.)
In this highly laudatory biography Lasserre attempts to give the Abbe Peyramale the
air of a saint even attributing to him in book six the working of a miracle. Books three
and five tell of the difficulties encountered with the priests who were put in charge
of the Grotto, the former including extracts from Hansjacob's In Frankrelch. On page
390 is the letter Bernadette wrote on receiving news of Peyramale's death.

L'eglise inachevee de Mgr. Peyramale, cure de Lourdes. Paris, E. Dentu,
1896. (36pp,)
This booklet used later in the same author's full-length life of Peyramale makes some
very harsh accusations against Father Sempe and the other priests in charge of the
Grotto. The latter are accused of trickery in getting money for the Rosary Church which
they began to plan at the same time that Peyramale started a fund campaign for his
new parish church.

PEYRAMALE, A.
Lourdes, son histoire, sa grotte, Bernadette, Ie cure Peyramale et son
eglise. Paris, Vaugirard, 1898. (273pp,)
Although it is in the main a biography of Abbe Peyramale, this book contains the
following things of interest in regard to Lourdes: 1. the patois sPoken by the Blessed
Virgin and Bernadette during the visions; 2. letters of civil and ecclesiastical authority
regarding the Grotto; 3. details concerning the purchase by the diocese of the land on
which the Grotto stands; 4. a discussion of the scandalous Pailhasson legend by which
scoffers tried to discredit the apparitions.

MEDICAL ASPECTS OF LOURDES: CURES, CARE OF THE SICK
ANONYMOUS
Notre-Dame de Lourdes, pelerinage Niortais des 2 et 3 juillet, 1873.
Guerison de Caroline Esserteau. Poitiers, Henri Oudin, 1873. (221 pp,)
The miraculous cure of a girl paralyzed for ten years is the burden of this book. Quoted
are many letters from doctors and from persons who witnessed her cure,

BACKER, FELIX DE, DOCTEUR
Lourdes et les medecins. Paris, A. Maloine, 1905. (l88pp.)
Most Interesting here are chapter two which notes the differences between the "miracles"
of science and those of religion and chapter six which speaks of the "rhythm and
mechanism" of miraculous cures, More of a curiosity piece is chapter one which talks
about rays sent forth by certain extraordinary people like Caesar and Napoleon.

Lourdes et les medecins. Orne, La Chapelle-Montligeon, Imprimerie de
13
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Montligeon, 1910. (85pp.) .
This is a shortened version of the book published uncier the same name in 1905.

BEAUCORPS, JEAN, COMTE DE
Lourdes, les guerisons. Paris, Bloud et Cie., 1913. (408pp.)
Part one establishes the reality of the miraculous cures, while part two shows the
futility of the the ories advanced to explain them away. In the latter section chapter
one takes through Zola's novel on Lourdes and chapter four presents a rather bizarre
treatment of magnetism.

Lourdes, les pelerinages. Paris, Bloud et Cie; 1911. (195pp .)
An almost photographic realism and a most touching compassion are the outstanding
traits of this book devoted entirely to the sick pilgrilns. There is no talk of miracles.

BERTRIN, GEORGES

Lourdes, apparitions et guensons; ouvrage presente au Congres Marial
de Rome au nom de Mgr. I'eveque de Tarbes; edition illustree de 20
similigravures. Lourdes, Imprimerie de la Grotte, 1905. (550pp.)
Bertrin's is one of the best known of the books on Lourdes' cures. Part one discusses
the 1858 apparitions. Part two while giving general infonnation on the miraculous cures
also eives particulars on 7 special cases. Part three gives the names of all those cured
from February of 1858 to September 1. 1904. Included also are the nature of the cure
and the name of the authenticating doctor. Zola's treatment of Lourdes is criticized
from PP. 231-306. Doctor's attestations (14) are likewise printed. .

Histoire critique des evenements de Lourdes, apparitions et guerisons:
ouvrage presente ... Lourdes, Bureau de l'Oeuvre de la Grotte. Paris,
V. Lecoffre, 1905. 3-me edition. (558pp.)
This edition contains 128 letters of attestation.

Histoire critique des evenements de Lourdes, apparitions et guerisons:
ouvrage presente, . .. edition illustree de 10 similigravures . 19 mille
Lourdes, Bureaux et magasin de la Grotte. Paris, Librairie Lecoffre,
1908. (592pp.)
Statistics and letters about the cures are brought up to date.

Histoire critique des evenements de Lourdes, apparitions et guensons:
ouvrage presente . . . edition illustree de 10 similigravures. 34 mille
Lourdes, Bureaux et Magasin de la Grotte. Paris, Librairie Lecoffre,
1910. (592pp.)
Continues to bring statistics and letters up to date.

Histoire critique des evenements de Lourdes, apparitions et guerisons:
ouvrage presente ... edition illustree de 10 simili-gravures. 34 mille
Lourdes, Bureaux et Magasin de la Grotte. Paris, Librairie Lecoffre,
1912. (592pp.)
An announcement of this book pasted inside the front cover has a note by Clugnet to
the effect that this 1912 edition is exactly the same as that of 1910. Not even the statistics
are changed.
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Histoire critique des evenements de Lourdes, apparitions et guertsons:
edition de propagande; (207 mille) nouvelle edition mise a jour avec
dix planches hors texte. Lourdes, Bureaux et magasin de la Grotte.
Paris, Librairie Gabalda, 1913. (410pp.)
To make the work more easily accessible. this abridged edition omitting the notes and
documents of part three was printed.

BOISSARIE, PROSPER GUSTAVE, DR.
Lourdes depuis 1858 jusqu'a nos jours. Paris, Sanard et Derangeon,
1894. (516pp.)
The author's purpose was to bring together the marvels occurring at Lourdes over a
period of some 30 years, Book one tells of the apparitions and of Bernadette's encoun!ers
with doctors. Book two deals with the early cures and book three with those from 1868
to 1885. Book four has chapters on the Bureau of Certification and the clinic and also
discusses the different kinds of illnesses cured. The objections of Charcot and Zola are
treated in chapter 13 of this part.

Lourdes, les guerisons. Paris, Maison de la Bonne Presse, 1911. (129pp.)
Excellent photographs illustrate all three fascicles of this work. The first fascicle contains six chapters on miraculous cures and an epilogue on the conversion of a doctor,

Lourdes, les guerisons. Paris, Maison de la Bonne Presse, 1911.
(deuxieme serie) (119pp.)
Of special interest here is the first chapter which speaks of Zola's novel on Lourdes.
On page 52 is a picture of his arrival in the town.

Lourdes, les guerisons. Paris, Maison de la
(troisieme serie) (11 Opp.)

Bonne Presse,

1912.

Here are chapters on the Eucharistic cures. on epileptics and others afflicted with nervous
disorders. The appendix discusses false miracles.

Lourdes histoire medicale 1858-1891. Paris, Librairie Victor Lecoffre,
1891 . (458pp.) .
This is simply an earlier edition of the work referred to above as Lourdes depuis 1858
Jusqu'a nos jours.

L'oeuvre de Lourdes; ouvrage illustre de 60 similigravures. Paris,
ancienne Maison Charles Douniol, P. Tequi, 1907. (400pp.)
The prime object of this work was to give a faithful account of the Bureau des Constatations. Most of the 18 chapters deal with specific cures.

BON, JEANNE, DR.
These sur quelques guensons de Lourdes (des pseudo-tuberculoses
hysteriques) presentee a la faculte de medecine et de pharmacie de
Lyon et soutenue publiquement Ie 16 juillet, 1913. Paris, Librairie des
Saints-Peres. (150pp.)
Among the things studied in this dissertation are: the evolution of medical theories.
modem theories on hysteria. cases of tuberculosis, cancer and fractures at Lourdes. The
case of one of the characters in Zola's novel is discussed PP. 66-73.
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CAER, TH. DE
Un ex-voto a N.-D. de Lourdes; histoire intime et authentique d'unel
guerison. Paris, Victor Palme, 1890. (443pp.) (autographed copy)
An unusual story of a cure which reads very much like a novel. A priest wills not to
be cured of his own illness at Lourdes if that sacrifice will insure the cure of a man's
eyes.

CASTELEIN, A., S.J.
Le surnatural dans les apparitions et dans les guerlSons de Lourdes.
Bruxelles, Goemaere, editeur imprimeur du Roi, 1911. (227pp.) (autographed copy)
After studying the possibility of miracles in general. the author examines from a hIstorical and psycho-physiological angle both Bernadette's visions and the alleged miracles
at Lourdes. The appendix answers Verhas' pamphlet trying to disprove the cure of
Pierre de Rudder.

CHABOT, COMTE DE
Les miracles de Lourdes, souvenirs personnels. Paris, Librairie de SaintsPeres, 1909. (42pp.)
An eye-witness tells about miracles he saw at Lourdes. among them the cure of Gargam.
(pP. 19-281. Included are doctors' attestations of some cures. Author claims that the
pilgrimage of men from the Vendee in August of 1873 was the first all male pilgrimage
to the shrine.

DARAS, E., L'ABBE
Lourdes ... Paris, Gaume et Cie., 1875. (324pp.)
Following a history of the shrine's beginnings. are twenty-four chapters each devoted to
the study of one specific cure. Letters from doctors attest to the miracles some of
which are related by the persons cured or by their relatives.

DAUX, CAMILLE
A propos des miracles de Lourdes. Arras, Sueur-Charruey,
(58pp.)

1909.

Parts one and five dC3 1 with the miracles of Lourdes, while parts two and three speak
of miracles mentioned in the writings of St. Augustine. and part four discusses the
authentication of miracles 111 the early Church and in recent iimes.

DOZOUS, DR.
La grotte de Lourdes, sa fontaine, ses guensons; deuxieme edition.
Paris, Guerin-Muller et Cie, depositaires; Chanche editeur, 1874.
(320pp.)
La grotte de Lourdes, sa fontaine, ses guensons; troisieme edition.
Paris, Guerin-Muller et Cie, deposita ires; Chanche editeur, 1874.
(320pp.)
Present at most of Bernadette's ecstasies. Dr. Dozous in chapters 9 and 10 renders a
carefu'i account of her mental condition and of the nature of her ecstasies. The first
eight chapters give the early history of the shrine. Chapters 12 to 33 are detailed reports
of individual cures. The rest of the book gives general information on Lourdes.
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EZERVILLE, F.J. 0' L'ABBE
Le pelerinage national de Lourdes et ses merveilles Eucharistiques.
Paris, Bureau des Oeuvres Eucharistiques, 1890? (144pp.)
The Eucharistic miracles that occurred during the national pilgrimage of 1889 are here
detailed. Some space is also given to the work of the Fathers of the Blessed Sacrament.
Colin's Pa.rtum de Lourdes is Q.uoted copiously throughout.

FILHOL, A.-M., L'ABBE
Notre-Dame de Lourdes et ses miracles nkents. Toulouse, Edouard
Privat. Paris, Lecoffre Fils et Ce., 1870. (288pp.)
The first half of the book gives the life of Bernadette and the story of the apparitions.
Then follow details of nine miracles occurring between 1867 and 1870.

GAULTIER, HENRY

Gloires de Lourdes; premiere partie N.D. de Lourdes chez elle. Paris,
Librairie Vic et Amat, 1913. (292pp.)
Most of the work deals with fourteen miracles worked at Lourdes. Also of interest: 1. a
miracle attributed to Pius X (P. 218ff.); 2. an answer to the criticisms of Dr. Bernheim
one of Lourdes' enemies (P. 241 ff.); 3. some details of the Golden Jubilee Year of 1908
(P. 260 ff.); 4. the Blessed Virgin considered as "entite cosmogonique" (c. xiii)

Un miracle de Lourdes. Angers, Societe Angevine d'Edition, 1912.
(64pp.)
This is an account of an entire family's conversion to Catholicism.

GAUME, MGR.

Un signe des temps ou les quatre-vingts miracles de Lourdes. Paris,
Gaume et Cie., 1878. (107pp.)
The author warns that the eighty miracles at Lourdes which occurred between August
21 and 23, 1878, signalize an impending battle between good and evil-more specifically,
anti-clericalism. He claims that miracles abounded during four epochs: the deliverance
of the Jews from ~gypt, the Church's beginnings, the days of St. Vincent Ferrer and
the present time.

GUILLET, ATHANASE-AUGUSTIN
Pelerinage Niortais des 2 et 3 juillet, 1873. Guerison de Caroline
Esserteau. Poitiers, Henri Oudin, 1873. (221 pp.)
Detailed here are the ten years of suffering undergone by a paralytic and also her cure
at Lourdes. Letters written by and to the "miraculee" as well as doctors' testimonials
are included. Benedict XIV's rules for declaring a cure miraculous are on P. 198.

LASSERRE, HENRI
Les episodes miraculeux de Lourdes; trente-sixieme edition, Paris,
Sanard et Derangeon, 1893. (422pp.)
Drawings of the people and places concerned in the stories of the miracles detailed here
illustrate the book. The appendix contains letters from doctors attesting to the cures
recorded.

Le miracle du 16 septembre 1877. Paris, Societe Gemerale de Librairie
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Catholique Victor Palme, 1878. (126pp.)
This book is a chapter from Lasserre's second volume on Lourdes which is listed above.
It contains the miraculous cure of a Mme. Guerrier through the intercession of the Abbe
Peyramale.

LAURENT, A. L'ABBE
Les prodiges de Notre-Dame de Lourdes; troisieme edition. Paris, Libr.
internationale-Catholique. Leipzig, L.A. Kittler, commissionnaire. Tournai,
Vve. H. Casterman, 1875. (342pp.)
While the first five chapters tell of the shrine's early history. the rest of the thirty-four
deal with the miracles of Lourdes. Chapter 18 speaks of the Archconfraternity of the
Immaculate Conception established by the Bishop of Tarbes.

Les recentes guerisons de Lourdes. Paris, Libr. internationale-Catholique.
Leipzig, L.A. Kittler, commissionnaire. Tournai, Vve H. Casterman, 1876.
(220pp.)
The stories of some fifteen miraculous cures make up most of the volume. Also of importance: 1. chapter 16. the consecration of the basilica and the crowning of the statue
in 1876; 2. chapter 17. Bishop Pie's sermon at the crowning; 3. following page 141 a
detailed description of the monstrance used on very solemn occasions.

MIGOT, J.F.
Un ex-voto a N.D. de Lourdes; Impressions et souvenirs. Laval, Imp.
Goupil, 1909. (31pp.)
Cured of an ulcer after some years of pilgrimage to Lourdes. the abbe Migot writes
enthusiastically of the aid he gave in caring for the sick at the baths.

MONIQUET, PAULIN, L'ABBE
La divine histoire de Notre-Dame de Lourdes (1858-1911). Paris, Librairie
des Saints-Peres, 1912. (875pp.)
Books three to seven deal with the miracles and with the pilgrimages that occurred
between 1858 and 1911. For the most part this is a digest of information found in the
monthly Annales de Lourdes.

NEGRE, MGR.(?)
Enqu&te medicale et canonique sur la guenson de Soeur Julienne
publiee par ordre de Sa Granduer Mgr. Negre, eveque de Tulle. Paris,
G. Beauchesne. Brive, Imprimerie Catholique, 1912. (l07pp.)
Twenty-two years after the event the bishop ordered an inquest into the miraculous
cure of a tubercular nun. The long medical and theological reports are printed here.

NOEL, ISIDORE
Principales guerisons obtenues par les malades du pelerinage Lorrain
Lourdes en 1880. St. Die, L. Humbert, 1880.

a

Father Noel includes accounts of four major cures obtained during this pilgrimagetwo of them written by the subjects concerned, twelve of lesser importance and sixteen
a~eliorations . Doctors' confinnations are not included because of the pressure exerted
. byJ Free-Masons on those who favor Lourdes.
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Principales guensons obtenues par les malades du pelerinage Lorrain
Lourdes en 1881. Saint-Die, L. Humbert. (71 pp.)

a

In this edition there are stories of nine major cures told by the subjects themselves and
of fifteen cures less significant.

La Lorraine et l'Alsace a Lourdes en I'annee jubilaire de 1883; notre
7me pelerinage. Saint-Die, L. Humbert, 1884. (84pp.) (autographed
copy)
Twenty-one cures are here r eported. a few of them by those benefited. Some information is given on the relic at Tours known as the Holy Face (pP. 80-82).

ROUPAIN, E.
L'aveugle de Douai. Lourdes, 1912, ceux qui voient ceux qui ne veulenfl
pas voir. Paris, etablissements Ca~terman, 1912. (38pp.)
Part one refutes nine argwnents against the authenticity of a blind man's miraculous
cure, Part two is concerned with those who refuse to admit the existence of miracles.

DE SEGUR, MGR.
Cent cinquante beaux miracles de Notre Dame de Lourdes recueillis
d'apres les documents les plus authentiques, deuxieme edition. Paris,
Librairie Saint-Joseph Tolra, 1882. (vol. 1 457pp., vol. 2 465pp.)
The AnnlLles de Lourdes supplied the accounts of the 72 miracles in volume one and
the 78 in volume two . Some of these occurred at places other than Lourdes. Testimonial
letters from doctors close each volume .

VOURCH, A.
Quelques cas de guensons de Lourdes et " La foi qui guerit"; etude
medicale; nouvelle edition. Bordeaux, Feret et Fils. Paris, P. Lethielleux,
1913. (254pp.)
Only in chapter 5 are individual cures treated . The rest of the book studies the arlluments given to disprove the occurrence of miracles such as hysteria. crowd psychology.
Chapter six touches on the reported miracles at pagan shrines. a point not examined
in any of the other books.

CONTROVERSIAL WORKS: LITERATURE WRITTEN AGAINST LOURDES
AND ANSWERS TO THE SAME
ARTUS, E.
(a) Les miracles de Lourdes et la presse . Paris, Victor Palme, 1874.
(34pp.) (two copies)

a

(b) Les miracles de Notre Dame de Lourdes; defi public
la libre
pen see; guerison de Juliette Fournier. Paris, Victor Palme, 1874.
(62pp.)

a

(c) Histoire complete du defi public
la libre pensee sur les miracles
de Notre-Dame de Lourdes. Societe Generale de Librairie Catholique.
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Paris, Victor Palme, 1877. (329pp.)
(d) Histoire complete du defi public a la libre pensee sur les miracles
de Notre-Dame de Lourdes. Paris, Societe Generale de Librairie
Catholique Victor Palme, directeur eeneral, 1884. (332pp.)
(e) Defi a la libre pensee sur les miracles de Notre-Dame de Lourdes.
Paris, Societe Generale de Librairie Catholique Victor Palme, directeur general, 1884. (332pp.)
Artus had offered 10,000 francs to anyone who could disprove the authenticity of any
t wo miracles listed by Lasserre in his history of the Lourdes shrine. This challenge to
the freethinkers of France was not taken very seriously a nd some newspapers made
sport of it. The first item (a) listed here reproduces the article printed in N ancy's Progres
de ('Est and the author's two letters written in answer.
Item (b) in part one tells the story of how the author's niece was cured at Lourdes.
Part two includes an exchange of letters between the author and one Marcadeau concerning the miraculous nature of the spring at the Grotto.
Items (c), (d), and (e) are practically the same, reprinting the important parts of items
(a) and (b) and adaing letters to the Progre. du Var and to Drs. Voisin and Dlday. On
page 175 is an important letter by Dr. Saint-Cyr on Bernadette.

BERTRIN, GEORGES
Ce que reponderit les adversaires de Lourdes; replique au medecin
allemand. Metz, Bureaux du Lorrain. Paris, Librairie Gabalda, 1910.
(126pp.)
Ridicules the lack of common sense in the four hypotheses a German doctor advanced
to disprove the miraculous nature of a Lourdes cure of spinal tuberculosis.

BONNEFON, JEAN DE
Faut-il fermer Lourdes? Les Paroles Francaises et Romaines, 3me annee
1er juillet 1906. Paris, Societe d'Editions. (64pp.)
This entire issue addressed to the French legislature asks that it close down Lourdes
as a place of priestly rapacity, lying and political intrigue. Many offensive cartoons
illustrate the revue, which also contains doctors' letters answering a Questionnaire about
the advisability of closing the ilaths at the shrine.

Faut-il fermer Lourdes? Reponses des medecins a Jean de Bonnefon.
1 er aoOt 1906. Paris, Societe d'Editions. (64pp.)
Nothing is printed here but doctors' answers to Bonn ..fon's questionnaire on the advisability of closing Lourdes as a menace to public health. Many dismiss the reported cure
as results of auto-suggestion.

Lourdes et ses tenanciers. Paris, Louis Michaud, 1905. (279pp.)
The preface is a virulent attack on the cult of the Blessed Virgin in general; the book
itself, an accusation that the clergy at Lourdes, imposing on the credulity of Catholics.
have made the place a commercial enterprise. Of documentary interest are the letters
from civil authorities bearing on events at Lourdes printed in part three (pP. 185-275).

BRETONNEAU, L.J., L'ABBE
L'ame de Lourdes; reponse aux Foules de Lourdes de J. K. Huysmans.
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Tours, Alfred Cattier, 1905. (232pp.)
Although a poor rebuttal to Huymans' attack on the ugline.s of the Lourdes churches.
this book does point out many of the positive things he did not mention. Of special note
are chapter 2. a study of Huysman's writings in general. and chapter 6, a description
of the mosaics in the Rosary Church.

BRICOUT, J.

Les merveilles de Lourdes. Paris, P. Lethielleux, 1909. (12Spp.)
Appearing originally in the Catholic World for August and September of 1909, this study
refutes the arguments which Voisin, Zola and Bonnefon advanced to explain the Lourdes
miracles.

CHIDE, A.

a

Comment on est recu
Lourdes dixieme annee, no. 21, 15 novembre.
(pp. 3-2S). Bruxelles, Bibliotheque de Propagande (Societe Anonyme),
1912. (64pp.).
One of Lourdes' most outspoken critics writes of his visits to that city. He ridicules the
pilgrims and vents his hatred of religion.

COLIN, LOUIS

Ce que pense Henri Lasserre du roman d'Emile Zola. Paris, Bloud et
Barral, n.d. (64pp.)
Zola's fundamental attitude towards life, his reasons for tampering with the facts about
Lourdes, and the way he copied from Lasserre's book form the substance of these
interviews with Lourdes' most popular historian.

DELOBEL, DR.

Faut-il fermer Lourdes? Revue de Lille; dix-huitieme annee, no. 2, decembre 1906. pp. 160-176.
Takes Bonnefon to task for his pretensions as a man of science and for his calumnies
about Lourdes.

DUPLESSY, EUGENE
La Reponse, revue mensuelle d'apologetique populaire. 5e annee, no.
49, janvier 1912. Et Monsieur Chide (pp. 15-16). Gabriel Gargam et
Monsieur Chide (pp. 21-2S)
The first article is a letter to the readers of L" Reponse advising them of Chide's
ignorance of the matters he criticizes. The second contains a letter from one of the
widely known "miracules" asking Duplessy to rectify the statements Chide had made
concerning his cure.

GAULTIER, HENRY

Courtes reponses aux attaques contre Lourdes. Angers, Societe Angevine d'Edition, 1912. (4Spp.)
A brief history of the apparttions, accounts of four miracles and statistics on cures are
given as answers to Lourdes critics. The author blames Freemasonry for the tone of
Zola's noveL
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GINON, G., L'ABBE

Les miracles de Lourdes et I'examen medical du Docteur P. Diday.
Paris, Victor Palme, 1873. (98pp.)
Dr. Diday of LYons tried to demonstrate that Bernadette's visions were only hallucina tions
and the cures at Lourdes the result of either of over-excitation or else of the spring's
medicinal properties. With sonle sarcasm Abbe Ginon answers these assertions showing
that the critic does not himself furnish the kind of proof he demands of others. There
are Quotations from de Boismont's book on hal1ucinations which Diday cited.

GIRARD, JULES

Les mysteres de Lourdes, miracles devoiles. Bordeaux, A. Arnaud, 1874.
(158pp.) (autographed copy)
The shrines of both Lourdes and La Salette are here under fire. Following P. 44 are
extracts from a letter of Bishop Dupanloup to his clergy regarding their conduct in
respect to alleged visions . The well known challenge proposed by Artus to Dr. Diday
is tre2ted on P. 144.

GUINIER, HENRI, DOCTEUR

Le surnatural dans les guerisons de Lourdes. Paris, Edition des "Questions Actuelles", 1910. (32pp.)
Refutes the common objections against the supernatural character of the Lourdes cures
and explains (Pl'. 9-20) the seven marks attesting this character.

HUYSMANS, J.K.

Les foules de Lourdes. Paris, P.-V. Stock, editeur (Ancienne librairie
Tresse et Stock), 1906. (314pp.)
In the main this book is a diatribe against the ugliness of the art found in Lourdes
churches. Chapters one and fourteen are free of this spleen. The first establishes a
connection between Lourdes and more than ten other French Marian shrines. The second
tells of the Lourdes replicas at Oostacker and Constantinople.

LACAZE, FELIX

A Lourdes avec lola parallele au roman de lola. Paris, E. Dentu, 1894.
(378pp.)
Siding with Drs , Charcot and Bernheim, the author denies any supernatural intervention at Lourdes, contends that it is a place of superstition set up in opposition to
the Gospel and recommends that the sick pilgrims be examined upon arrival in the city.
The relations between Abbe Peyramale and the Assumptionists are treated following
P. 264.

LASSERRE, HENRI

Les lettres de Henri Lasserre
edition. Paris, E. Dentu, n.d.

a I'occasion du

roman de M. lola; sixieme

The first two lette rs to newspapers were written by Lasserre whe n Zola went to Lourdes
in 1892. The two appearing in 1894 after the novel was published severely criticize Zola's
falsifications and his inconsistency. Following these is a prote~.t by the municipal council
of Bartres objecting to the novelist's treatment of Bernadette's early life. Zola's answer
to this and a second letter Irom the council are also given. There is likewise a letter
from Barbet to Zola objecting to misuse of information he had given him. Beleau's
challenge to Zola is also printed.
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LEMIERE, G., DR.
Faut-il fermer Lourdes? Reponse a M. Jean de Bonnefon. Lille, H. Morel,
1906. (35pp.)
This is bound with the 1906 and 1907 editions of Vincent's "Doit on
fermer Lourdes?"
The author points out that Bonnefon, not being a scientist, was not Qualified to interpret
the answers doctors sent to his Questionnaire on closing the shrine at Lourdes, Two
points that are given extended tl'eatment here are: 1. the miracle of the candle flame
which did not injure Bernadette's hand during one of her ecstasies; 2. the origin of the
miraculous spring,

MONCOQ, DR.
Reponse complete au Lourdes de M. lola. Caen, A. Le Boyteux, 1894.
(53pp.)
Zola is here pilloried for the lies and insincerity with which his book abounds. This is
by far the most humorous of the ripostes occasioned by Zola's novel.

MONIQUET, PAULIN, L'ABBE
Un mot
M. Emile lola et aux detracteurs de Lourdes. Paris, librairie
Saint-Joseph. Tolra, librairie-editeur, 1894? (50pp.)

a

This brochure censuring Zola's basic attitude towards Lourdes does not examine his
novel in details.

PIERREFEU, GUY DE
Le triomphe de Lourdes; huitieme edition. Paris, Victor-Havard, 1893.
(366pp.)
Chapters 2, 8, 9, and 10 deal with Lourdes' adversaries. The latter two with Zola in
particular. Some of the other chapters consider miracles both phYsical and spiritual.
Following page 101 is an interesting detail on Bernadette's confusion over the meaning
of the message, "Je suis l'Immaculee Conception,"

PISANI, FERRI
II ne faut pas fermer Lourdes; reponse
M. Jean de Bonnefon. Paris,
Edition de "La Defense Sociale", 1906. (32pp.)

a

The economic harm to thc region around Lourdes that would follow upon the closing
of the shrine is the point brought home in this answer to Bonnefon. Letters to that
effect written by the mayors of the towns concerned are here printed.

RETTE, ADOLPHE
Les miracles de Lourdes; reponse aux objections. Paris, Librairie St.
Joseph. Tolra et M. Simonet, 1911. (16pp.)
Carefully examines specific miracles to discount the usual ohjections to the supernatural
character of the Lourdes cures.

RICARD, MGR.
La vraie Bernadette de Lourdes; lettres a M. lola. Paris, E. Dentu, 1894.
(280pp.)
Side by side with extracts from Zola's novel the author quotes from Bishop Forcade,
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Dr. Saint-Cyr and other reliable· witnesses to indicate the errors made in regard to
Bernadette and the origin of the shrine. Of special interest a,-e: 1. extracts from Bishop
Langenieux's talk at Peyramale's funeral and Boissarie's account of Zola's visit to the
medical bureau.

SABATHIER, P.F.
Lourdes et M. lola; deposition d'un temoin. Lyon, Librairie Generale
Catholique et Classique Emmanuel Vitte, 1894. (58pp.)
Leaving to others the task of rectifYing Zola's treatment of Bernadette. the apparitions
and the miracles. the author limits himself to the novelist's distortions in recounting
the French National Pilgrimage.

SERRE, JOSEPH
Les hypotheses sur Lourdes; une conception nouvelle du miracle et de
la nature. Paris, H. Falque, 1908. (24pp.)
After enumerating various other theories proposed to explain away the supernatural at
Lourdes. the author states his own. To him all is natural. but there are higher and lower
degrees on this scale of reality. PP. 12 and 13 are particularly interesting.

THIERY, ARMAND
Lourdes, un romancier natural iste dans la cite de la Vierge; extra it dlJ
Magasin Litteraire. Gand, A. Siffer, 1892. (32pp.)
Written before Zola's novel appeared for sale. this pamphlet predicts its aeneral tone
by showing that one cannot write about Lourdes and ignore the supernatural. The
author concludes that the book may stir up more interest in the medical bureau, and
tha t God will take account of all the good things that Zola may say a bou t the place.

VERCRUYSSE, DOMINIQUE
(supplement aux dix-huit apparitions de la Dame de Lourdes) Bruxelles
A. Terneu, 1872. (14pp.)
This hysterical letter, urging the bishops of France to st.op sending pilgrims to Lourdes,
attributes the miracles worked there to the power of the devil, contrasts the visions
of La Salette and Lourdes and foretells the public appearanc of anti-Christ who "was
born on September 19. 1846."

VINCENT, EUGENE, DR.
Doit-on fermer Lourdes au nom de I'hygene? Reponse de medecins
qui ne font pas de politique:Non! Lyon, M. Paquet, 1906. (146pp.)
Letters from some fifty physicians are printed answering Dr. Vincent's questionnaire on
the need for closing Lourdes as a hygienic measure. Thirty letters in response to Bonnefon
are also given. Newspaper articles criticizing the government's refusal to grant pilgrims
lower railroad fares are on PP. 85-89. Names of physicians registering their protest
against any attempt to close the shrine are on PP. 109-130.

Doit-on fermer Lourdes au nom de hygiene? Reponse de 2.350
medecins Non! Lyon, M. Paquet, 1907. (308pp.)
This is bound with Lemiere's Faut-il fermer Lourdes? and the 1906
edition of Vincent's book.
This edition contains 196 letters and very many signatures. A description of the baths
with illustrations is on PP. 177-192. pP. 193-210 deal with fear of contracting tuberculosis
at Lourdes. Means fer improving the hydrotherapeutic service at the shrine are suggested
on PP . 213-223.
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THE CASE OF PIERRE DE RUDDER
BOLSIUS, H.
Pierre de Rudder et son recent historien. Paris, Pierre Tequi, 1913.
(l24pp.)
Defending de Rudder against Verhas (q .v.l, the author carefully points out the latter's
fallacies in argument and with clever sarcasm uses Verhas' own weapons. There are
many references to other works.

DESCHAMPS, ALFRED
Le cas Pierre de Rudder et les objections des medecins. Bruxelles,
Librairie de L'Action Catholique, 1913. (240pp.)
Part one of this detailed study gives the facts of the case, lists the objections raised
and outlines the discussions carried on in five different countries. Part two answers the
critics. The appendix contains letters from Verhas, Royer and Meester and a bibliography
Pictures of de Rudder are included.

DUPLESSY, E. L'ABBE
(a) La Reponse, revue mensuelle d'apologetique populaire. 4e annee,

a

no. 46., octobre, 1911. Les miracles de Lourdes, un defi
la librepensee.
(b) La Reponse, revue mensuelle d'apologetique populaire. 4e annee,
no. 47., novembre 1911. Les miracles de Lourdes (Defi
la librepensee). La guerison de Pierre de Rudder. Le "faux malade" de
Nancy.
(c) La Reponse, revue mensuelle d'apologetique populaire. 4e annee,
no. 48., decembre, 1911. Les miracles de Lourdes (Defi
la librepensee). La guerison de Pierre de Rudder. Un parieur "defaillant".

a

a

The first of these three issues contains the initial exchange of letters between the
Abbe Duplessy and Dr. Chide. a bitter anti-Catholic. concerning the case of de Rudder.
The second continu~s the fight and also settles another topiC, the stOry made up about
a "fake invalid" sent by Catholics to be "cured" at Lourdes. The last issue ends the
debate on de Rudder in two letters, one accusing Chide of misquoting Duplessy and the
other answering his renEans for rejecting the miIaculous nature of the cure.

KIRWAN, C., DE
Guerison subite d'une jamb-cassee et gang renee depuis huit ans. Revue
Thomiste. Mai, 1900.
Besides giving in brief the stOry of de Rudder's affliction and cure. this article tells of
the exhuming of his remains in 1899.

VERHAS, F.
(a) Un miracle de Lourdes-Oostacker. La guerison de Pierre de Rudder
ou la miraculeuse substitution d'une jambe droite
une jambe
gauche. Bruxelles, Bibliotheque de Propagande (Societe Anonyme)
neuvieme annee no. 9-10, mai, 1911. (122pp.)

a

The most persistent attacks on de Rudder were these articles by Verhas. The first one
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questions the value of the witnesses testifying to the miracle .

(b) Les dessous d'un miracle. (pp. 23-54) Bruxelles, Bibliotheque de
Propagande (Societe Anonyme); dixieme annee no. 6. 31 mars.
(62pp.)
This article deals with the visit paid to de Rudder by Dr. Royer at the request of
Boissarie, head of the Lourdes Medical Bureau. There is an exchange of letters between
Royer and Verhas first published in La Chronlque.

(c) Les dessous d'un miracle; nouvelles refutations. (pp. 3-44) Bruxelles,
Bibliotheque de Propagande (Societe Anonyme) dixieme annee no ..
12., 30 juin, 1912. (63pp.).
In this installment there is an article by the J'esuit Castelein answering Un miracle de
Lourdes-Oosta.cker. An answer to this criticism is then foliowed by comments on Dr.
Royer's letters in La. Chronlque.

(d) Les dessous d'un miracle; nouvelles refutations (pp. 33-53). Bruxelies, Bibliotheque de Propagande (Societe Anonyme); dixieme
annee no. 14. 31 juillet, 1912. (63pp.)
The subject of this article is the challenge by Abbe Duplessy (q.v.) to prove the cure
of de Rudder a hoax. Chide's answer is printed here.

(e) Les dessous d'un miracle; nouvelles refutations (suite). (pp. 35-60)
Bruxelles, Bibliotheque de Propagande (Societe Anonyme) dixieme
annee no. 17. 15 septembre, 1912. (60pp.)
These pages contain a further exchange of letters between Royer and Verhas. On PP. 50-51
there is a footnote on Van Hoestenbergh's letter to Boissarie relative to Zola.

(f) L'affaire de Rudder devant les medecins. Bruxelies, Bibliotheque de
Propagande (Societe Anonyme) onzieme annee, no. 1, 15 janvier.
(59pp.)
An entire issue is given over to letters fonr..erly p u blished in La Chronique Medical of
1907 and 1908 concerning de R u dder. s ome upholding and others de nying a mirac 1 e.
Gustave Geley's letter (pP. 16-23 ) posits the theorY that de Rudder was a medium who
could harness occult forces.

(g) Un defi concernant I'affaire de Rudder. (pp. 3-17) Bruxelies, Biblio~
theque de Propagande (Societe Anonyme); onzieme annee, no. 5, 15
mars, 1913. (64pp.)
Six letters between Verhas on one hand and Royer, Deschamps and de Meester on the
other. There is question of submitting de Rudder's case to a comlnittee of four professors
(two from each camp) to study lhe affair. Verhas backs out.

SPIRITUAL READING, MEDITATIONS, PRAYERS
ANONYMOUS
Je suis I'lmmaculee Conception. (No printer, publisher or date given.)
A tiny leaflet containing a litany of Our Lady of Lourdes.
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ANONYMOUS
Manuel de devotion a Notre-Dame de Lourdes a I'usage de la confrerie
de I'lmmaculee Conception de la Sainte Vierge sous Ie titre de NotreDame de Lourdes, canoniquement erigee a I'eglise des Ss. Michel et
Gudule a Bruxelles. Bruxelles, Maison Saint Joseph, C. Van Cortenbergh,
1876. (500pp.)
The Bishop's letter establishing this confraternity and the statutes governing the same
are f cllowed by devotional .exercises including several unusual litanies such as the

following: Of the Most Pure Mother of God, of the Blessed Virgin under the title
Ccmforter of the Afflicted, Queen of the Most Holy Rosary, Our Lady of LourdE's. one
honoring St. Gudule, patroness of Brussels and one honoring St. Laurence.

ANONYMOUS
Notre-Dame de Lourdes ou Ie salut de la France par un tertiaire de
Saint-Franc;ois. Paris, Librairie Catholique internationale de I'oeuvre del
Saint-Paul, 1884. (96pp.)
Based on the Lourdes apparitions a booklet of exhortations to live a good life in opposition to the prevailing spirit of pride and moral corruption.

ANONYMOUS
Priere a Notre Dame de Lourdes. Lourdes, Imprimerie de la Grotte,
1902.
Bishop Schoepfer attached an indulgence of forty days to the recitation of this prayer
meant for the novena preparatory to February 11. 1902.

ALCYONI, GABRIEL
Neuvaines a Notre-Dame de Lourdes. Paris, Victor Palme, 1879. (34pp.)
Each day of the novena contains a reading from Lasserre's history of Lourdes. Also
included are a litany of OUf LadY of Lourdes and six special prayers for different
intentions.

BOYER, EUGENE, L'ABBE
Notre-Dame de Lourdes ou reflex ions symboliques et morales sur les
apparitions de la Sainte-Vierge
Bernadette Soubirous. Bayonne,
Librairie E. Lasserre, 1868. (272pp.)

a

These eighteen readings divided into two groups to be read as part of a novena explain
the spiritual lessons jmparted by the circumstances. details and words of the apparitions.

The author of this the earliest of the devotional books on Lourdes. got his information
from the account ;endered by the Bishop's investigating 'committee and from Bernadette.

CALHIAT, HENRY, L'ABBE

a

a

Paroles d'un croyant
Lourdes. elevations religieuses meditations
I'usage des pelerins et des predicateurs. Abbeville, C. Paillart, 1902.
(281 pp.)

Drawings of impOrtant places at Lourdes illustrate these eighteen meditations which
are based in some wise on the apparitions.
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COLLEUR, L'ABBE
Un mois aupres de Notre Dame de Lourdes Mai-Octobre, apparitionsrosaire-merveilles. Lyons, Librairie Generale Catholique et Classique
Emmanuel Vitte, lS94. (391 pp.)
Meant primarily as spiritual reading for the months of May and October the book's
first sixteen chapters are a summary history of the apparitions and the next f ifteen are
devoted to the mysteries of the RO~3ry, The appended stories of sixtY-five cures are
from Lasserre. Boissarie and Pelerin.

CURIE-LASSUS, L'ABBE

Notre-Dame de Lourdes; meditations chretiennes sur les principales
circonstances de I'apparition et exercices divers. Paris, Enault et Mas,
lS72. (34Spp.)
Nine meditations indicate the lessons to be learned from the visions. The ninth explains
the work of a Spanish association founded to commemorate the dogmatic definition of
the Imlnaculate Conception. Rules for setting up a chapter of the association and the
prescribed prayers are given. as well as other pray ers honoring this particular mystery.
The l a st one hundred or so pages contain the ordinary of the Mass and various other
devotions.

OELOR, L'ABBE

Commentaire sur les apparitions de Lourdes. Nice, Impr. Catholique des.
Alpes-Maritimes P. MehlLn et Cie. lS92. (149pp.)
This commentary on the words addr~ssed to Bernadette 3nd on the other details of the
visions attends to the Question of the vision's reality and that of the reported miracles.
Berna dette's character and the growth of devotion to the Blessed Virgin are Lke wise
considered. Following some special prayers honoring the Imma culate Conception, there
is prir..ted the prayer and vow of France lnade during the first French national pilgrimage
on October 6. 1872.

EZERVILLE, F.J. 0', L'ABBE
Petite neuvaine
Notre-Dame de Lourdes avec prieres et la cantique
de I'apparition. Paris, Haton, lS90. (32pp.)

a

Meant for the u se of the sick, this novena includes readings on confidence in the Ble~sed
Virgin's power to help. At the end is 'a litany honoring the Immaculate Conception.

OUNAC, E., L'ABBE
Les voix de Lourdes en forme de mois de Marie. Paris, Victor Retaux,

1897. (27Spp.)
The visions und other events in the early history of the shrine furnis h the basis for
these thirty-one meditations for May. At the end is an act of consecration to the
Blessed Vlrgin.

FILLION, MGR.
Cinquantenaire des apparitions de Notre Dame de Lourdes 185S-190S.
Le Rosaire des "Amies de la Tres Sainte Vierge". Paris, Librairie Victor

Lecoffre, J. Gabalda et Cie. 1908. (41 pp.)
This booklet of rosary meditations was published to honor the Golden Jubilee. of the
Lourdes apparitions.
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GARCIA, JEAN
Felicitation Sabbatine a Marie Immaculee, ou monument spirituel et
perpetuel pour la definition dogmatique de I'lmmaculee Conception . ..
Lourdes, B. Pujo, 1873.
Explains the purpose and organization of a Spanish confraternity founded to commemorate the dOl:matic definition of the Immaculate Conception. Included also are
special prayers to be said ,md indulgences to be gained by the members.

GINESTET, L'ABBE
Les enseignements de N.D. de Lourdes et leurs harmonies avec les
besoins de notre epoque . . . Paris, Societe Generale de Librairie
Catholique, Ancienne Maison Victor Palme, 1878. (2 volumes: 428pp,
411 pp.)
These twc volumes of conferences draw their Inspiration from the Blessed Virgin's
messages to Bernadette. However. only the first six deal directly with Lourdes itself,
four with Mary's work as the refuge of sinners. while the rest set forth other important
dogmatic and moral truths.

IGONEL, L'ABBE

Apparitions et guerisons de Lourdes; lectures pour Ie mois de Marie.
Paris, Ancienne Maison Ch . Douniol P. Tequi, 1900. (387pp.)
The story of the apparitions. the building of the various churches around the Grotto.
the spread of the devotion to Our Lady of Lourdes throughout the world comprise the
first half of these daily readings for the month of May. The second half recounts some
miraculous cure authenticated by Dr. Boissarie. The final chapter on the Office and
Mass for February 11 contains the lessons for the second nocturne at Matins.

LASSERRE, HENRI
Mois de Marie de Notre Dame de Lourdes; abrege de Notre-Dame de
Lourdes divise en trente et une lectures avec une priere speciale
la
fin de chaque lecture; quarante-troisieme edition. Paris, Victor Palme,
1877. (352pp.)

a

These 31 chapters are an abridgment of the most popular history of Lourdes arranged
as daily spiritual reading for the month of May.

Mois de Marie de Notre Dame de Lourdes. Paris, Maison Vanblotaque.
(352pp.)
This is another copy of the above work. Front cover and title page are misslfill.

Nouveau mois de Marie de Notre Dame de Lourdes ... Paris, Sanard
et Derangeon, 1890. (324pp.)
An earlier copy of the above.

Nouveau mois de Marie de Notre Dame de Lourdes; recents episodes
avec une priere speciale apres chaque lecture ... Paris, Maison Vanblotaque, 1891. (326pp.)
These 31 readings for the month of May contain the stories of four Lourdes miracles
whose antecedents and consequences Lasserre explored In great detail In order to arrtve
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at a more complete understanding: of them.

Nouveau mois de Marie de Notre Dame de Lourdes; recents episodes
avec une priere speciale apres chaque lecture . . . Paris, Sanard et
Derangeon, 1892. (324pp.)
This is another printing of the above.

Priere a N.D. de Lourdes pour Ie salut du monde. Extrait du Mois de
Notre-Dame de Lourdes, approuve par Mgr. Pichenot, Eveque de Tarbes,
1872.
A small leaflet containing a prayer from Lasserre's 1\1018 de Marje de Notre Dame de
Lourdes.

LESPINASSE, J.
Lourdes, nouveau Mois de Notre-Dame, 32 lectures pour Ie mois de maio
Paris, Bloud et Barral, B. Bloud, Succr. 1900. (288pp.)
These readings for the month of MHY are mainly of a doctrinal and moral nature. That
for every fifth day relates the story of some cure at the shrine. Letters testify to their
authenticity. A special prayer ends each day's selection.

MARIE-ANTOINE, O.F.M. CAP.
Amour et douleur. Ste. Marie-Madeleine et N.D. des Douleurs dans les
Grandes Grottes de Lourdes ... Lourdes, Imprimerie de la Grotte, 1888.
(376pp.)
The dedication of two new grottos behind the basilica. one on August 20, 1887, to honor
Mary Magdalene, the other on October 9 to honor the Mother of Sorrows occasioned
the composition of this manual. Parts one 10 three develop ideas relative to these new
sanctuaries. Part four contains prayers and hYlnns. most of them honoring the Blessed
Virgin's Sorrows. Among these, on p. 298, is a litany by Pius VII.

Le lis immacule ou manuel du pelerin de Lourdes. Toulouse, ed. Privat,
Paris, Victor Palme, 1873. (353pp.) (2 copies)
A history of the shrine up to May of 1873 takes UP most of part one. Part two treats of
Our Lady of Lourdes and freethinkers, the meaning of the apparitions, the significance
of pilgrimages, a method of mental prayer, all to show the greatness of Lourdes.

Le livre de la Douleur. Notre Dame des Douleurs dans la Grande Grotte
de Lourdes. Limoges, Marc Barbou et Cie, 1890. (413pp.) (autographed
copy)
The first part of the book, a history of the cult of Our Lady of Sorrows includes Louis
XIII's consecration of France to Mary under that title. The remaining sections consider
the sorrows individually. our duties in their regard, prayers and hYmns honoring them.
The appendix repeats some things frOln the author's Amour et Douleur and also speaks
about the Cross of France erected at Lourdes on August 22, 1890.

MAUDUIT, R. DE
Les pourquoi de Lourdes; lec;ons d'une mere. Paris, Librairie de
Paul Halluin (Nord) Bureau du Petit Messager, 1903. (350pp.)

Saint~

Most of the chapters are a very close scrutiny of the messages to Bernadette and o ther
details of the apparitions. Unusually interesting are the two which explain Lourdes as
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·

a figure of the Church and Mary in her appearance at Lourdes as a figure of the
Eucharist.

MICHEL, V.
Elevations pieuses sur l'Office de I'apparition de N.-D. de Lourdes avec;
neuvaine speciale. Nimes, Gervais-Bedot. Lyon, Emmanuel Vitte, 1892.
(254pp.) (autographed copy)
The Office and Mass for the Feast of Our Lady of Lourdes is here printed with an
extended commentary. Following this is a novena based on the Blessed Virgin's words
to Bernadette and also a litany to Our Lady of Lourdes.

OFFICE ET MESSE propres de N.-D. de Lourdes pour la fete de I'apparition
de la Bienheureuse Vierge Marie Immaculee. Lourdes, Imprimerie de la
Grotte, 1892. (197pp.)
Here is the complete Office and Mass for February II given in both Latin and in French.

SIRAND, M.
Le nouveau Calvaire de Lourdes; chemin de la croix en union avec
Marie Immaculee. Tournai, Etablissements Casterman, S.A. 1914. (62pp.)
Written for the use of the pilgrims making the Stations of the Cross at Lourdes, each
of the fourteen reflections ends with a special invocation to Our Lady of Lourdes. The
booklet is prefaced by a letter from Jerusalem describing the Way of the Cross as it is
conducted there.

BISHOPS' PASTORAL LETTERS
DIOCESE OF BAYONNE
GIEURE, FRANCOIS-XAVIER-MARIE-JULES
Lettre pastorale de Mgr. l'Eveque de Bayonne au clerge et aux fideles
de son diocese'
I'occasion du cinquantenaire des apparitions de la
Vierge Immaculee Lourdes. Bayonne, imprimerie L. Lasserre, 1908.

a

a

Calls attention to the Golden Jubilee of the Lourdes apparitions.

Lettre pastorale de Mgr. l'Eveque de Bayonne, Lescar et Oloron anno<;ant au clerge et aux fideles de son diocese un pelerinage d'hommes
seuls au sanctuaire de Notre-Dame de Lourdes pour Ie 2-3 juin 1912.
Bayonne, L. Lasserre, 1911.
Announces the men's pilgrimage to Lourdes for June of 1912.

DIOCESE OF BELLEY
LUCON, LOUIS-HENRI-JOSEPH

Lettre pastorale de Monsegneur l'Eveque de Belley au clerge et aux
fideles de son diocese
I'occasion de !'Encyclique "Diuturni temporis"
de N.S.-P. Ie Pape Leon XIII sur la Devotion du Saint Rosaire et dlJ

a
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quatrieme Pelerinage diocesain
et Fils, 1898.

a N.

D. de Lourdes. Belley, Vve. Sauzet

MainlY a dissertation on what the Blessed Virgin said at Lourdes, this long pastoral also
includes a translation of Leo XIII's "Diuturni temPOris" on the rosary.

DIOCESE OF POITIERS
HENRI
This letter of July 16, 1902 suggests preparations for the diocesan pilgrimage to Lourdes
in September. (2 copies)

DIOCESE OF RODEl
GERMAIN, JEAN AUGUSTE

Instruction pastorale et mandement de Mgr. l'Eveque de Rodez et de
Vahres au clerge et aux fideles de son diocese pour Ie saint temps du
careme de I'an de grace 1898. Rodez, E. Carrere, 1898. (24pp.)
In his instruction on the greatness of the Blessed Virgin, the bishop notes that Rodez:
1. was the first diocese of France to celebrate the Immaculate Conception (p.12): 2. has
at Ceignac a Marian shrine dating from Apostolic times (p.14). Lenten regulations are
on PP. 17-23.

DIOCESE OF TARBES
LAURENCE, BERTRAND-SEVERE

Ordonnance de Monseigneur l'Eveque de Tarbes. Tarbes, J. A. Fouga,
1858.
This is an original copy of the ordinance of July 28, 1858 establishing a diocesan committee to study the nature of the apparitions.

Mandement de Monseigneur l'Eveque de Tarbes ... Tarbes, typo Fouga,
1862.
Four years later this mandate authorized Marian cult at the Grotto, required a written
permit for anything to be printed about the place, requested money to build the chapel
there. (January 18, 1862)

Lettre Pastorale de Monseigneur l'Eveque of Tarbes. Tarbes, typo et lith,
J. P. Larrieu, 1863.
Bishop Laurence seeks more funds for the chapel started at the Grotto and gives some
news on that work's progress. (May 31, 1863)

Circulaire au clerge, oeuvre de la Grotte de Lourdes. Tarbes, J. P.
Larrieu, 1866.
The clergy are invited to attend the opening of the chapel's Crypt on May 21, 1866, and
another call for donations is made. (May 9, 1866)

Lettre de Monseigneur l'Eveque de Tarbes . . . Tarbes, Larrieu, 1869.
To insure completion of the chapel. the bishop again appeals for contributions after
showing how the building is advancing and the shrine becoming widely known. (July 26,
1869)
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BILLERE, PROSPER-MARIE
Lettre pastorale et mandement de Mgr. L'Eveque de Tarbes ... Tarbes,
J. P. Larrieu, 1883.
This directive for the diocese's celebration of the Silver Jubilee of the apparitions conta1r.s
in Latin and French the decree granting special indulgences for the year. Financial help
is needed for the construction of the Rosary Church and of an apostolic school.

Lettre pastorale de Mgr. L'Eveque de Tarbes ... Tarbes, J.-P. Larrieu,
1886.
Alter a resume of the shrine's history the bishop asks that writers, scientists and others
employ their special talent in praiSi~g Our Lady of Lourdes. Leo XIII's brief of 1878
requesting the examination of miracles is also included. (MaY 23, 1886)

Notre Dame de Lourdes; notice. Lourdes, Imprimerie de la Grotte, 1887.
An extract from the pastoral of May 23, 1886.

Lettre Pastorale et Mandement de Mgr. L'Eveque de Tarbes
Imprimerie de la Grotte, 1892.

.. Lourdes,

The bishop announces the inauguration of the new Office and Mass in honor of Our
Lady of Lourdes, and the indulgences granted for this &pecial jubilee year, prescribes
ceremonies for the diocese, and outlines the events at Lourdes for February 10 and 11,
1892. At the end is a letter from the Congregation of the Inquisition authorizing bishops
to diS])ense people from fast and abstinence because of a widespread epidemic,

SCHOEPFER, FRANCOIS-XAVIER
Lettre de Mgr. L'Eveque de Tarbes ... Lourdes, Imprimerie de la Grotte,
1900.
Addressed to the hierarchy of France, this letter includes one sent to Leo XIII and his
answer relative to fostering Lourdes pilgrimages during the Jubilee Year of 1900, which
was also the year of the Paris EXPosition.

Lettre de Mgr. L'Eveque de Tarbes ... Lourdes, Imprimerie de la Grotte,
1901.
The men of the diocese are invited to take part in the second national men's pilgrimage.

Lettre Pastorale et mandement de Mgr. L'Eveque de Tarbes ... Lourdes,
Imprimerie de la Grotte, 1901.
Among the items in this brochure are: 1.) Notice of the consecratlon of the Ros:ry
Church on October 6, 1901; 2.) The letter sent to the French bishops inviting them to
come to the ceremony. Herein is the history of the church's constructron; 3.) A lotter
to Leo XIII asking that Cardinal Langenieux be the consecrator; 4.) Cardinal Rampolla's
answer; 5.) The Latin and French text of the Pope's Apostolic Letter; 6.) Another letter
to the Pope requesting some permissions relative to the consecration ceremony.

DIOCESE OF VERDUN
CHOLLET
Le fait de Lourdes. Une Lettre pastorale et un discours sur sa valeur
apologetique. Paris, Maison de la Bonne Presse, 1913. (31 pp.)
The pastoral of September 1911 stresses the importance attached to the diocesan pilgrimage to Lourdes during the preceding August. The allocution of 1912 on the Asmciation de Notre Dame de Salut speaks of the value of pilgrimages in general.
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MANUALS FOR THE USE OF PILGRIMS AND REMINISCENCES OF
GROUP PILGRIMAGES
ANONYMOUS
Manuel du pieux pelerin
Godenne, 1897. (290pp.)

a Notre

Dame de Lourdes. Namur, Auguste

Among the things to be noted in this manual of prayers and other pious exercises are:
1. The meditations on Mass in union with Mary; 2. the 23 hymns with music; 3. the
Rosary meditations; 4. the photographs of the Grotto and of Bernadette.

THE NATIONAL PILGRIMAGE
OEUVRE DE NOTRE·DAME DE SALUT
Manuel des pelerinages. Paris, Bureaux du Conseil des pelerinages
Oeuvre de Notre-Dame de Salut.
Of interest are: 1. The prayer for the blessing of pilgrim crosses (P. 8); 2. The Rosary
meditations based on the Blessed Virgin's messages to Bernadette; 3. The 14 hymns with
music meant for the great Natior..al Pilgrimage.

1872
ANONYMOUS
La France a Lourdes-compte rendu officiel publie par Ie comite de la
manifestation ... Paris, Joseph Albanel, 1873. (194pp.) (2 copies)
This official report on France's first national pilgrimage to Lourdes includes besides a
description of the four days' proceedings the following: 1. the six talks given (pP. 67-Ui;);
2. hymns (pP. 179-182); 3. a list of the banners carried in the procession of October 6.
(pP. 185-192)

CHABOT, LE COMTE DE
Lourdes et la France. Paris, Regis Ruffet, 1872. (36pp.)
The connection between the faith of France and Lourdes is stressed in these observations
made by one of the men attending this famous pilgrimage.

PESQUIDOUX, DUBOSC DE
Pelerinage de Lourdes; lettres d'un pelerin. Paris, Victor Palme, 1872.
(S7pp.)
A pilgrim's enthusiastic letters first published in l'Unlon tell of the events at the Grotto
and give details of some miracles. Following page forty-three is the story of how this
pilgrimage originated,

RAVELET, ARMAND
De Paris
Lourdes; lettres d'un pelerin du 6 Octobre. Paris, Victor
Palme, 1872. (138pp.)

a

These five letters were first published in Ie Monde. The first and last are concerned with
shrines other than Lourdes, the former concentrating particularly on Longpont where part
of the Blessed Virgin's veil is venerated. Of special interest is the poster on P. 74 which
Lasserre wrote, warning the pilgrims about those who had been sent among them to turn
the pilgrimage into a political gathering.
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RICARD, ANTOINE
Les pelerinages de la France a Notre-Dame de Lourdes en 1872, nkits,
documents officiels, enseignements, impressions et souvenirs. Paris,
Regis-Ruffet Nouvelle Maison Perisse Freres Bourget-Calas et Cie., 1873.
(320pp.)
In addition to much found in other books on this famous pilgrimage. this one includes
an interesting account of an anti-religious riot at Nantes occasioned by the pilgrims'
return from Lourdes. There are also lengthy accounts of pilgrimages from eight dioceses.

ROUQUETTE, G. L'ABBE
Ce qui s'est passe
1873. (99pp.)

a Lourdes

Ie 6 Octobre 1872. Paris, Victor Palme,

Very brief chapters give infortnation about the ceremonies. the talks. miracles that took
place during this pilgrimage. There is included a list of 258 banners.

1903
ANONYMOUS
Souvenir-Guide du Pelerinage National a Notre Dame de Lourdes.
Troyes, Paul Bage, 1903. (103pp.)
For the most part this is a diary account of the trip from Paris to Lourdes, The several
pages on Poitiers contain a history of the shrine of Notre Dame la Grande, Following
the section on Lourdes itself and on the miracles worked there during this pilgrimage,
there is a section on the shrine at Betharram.

1907
OEUVRE DE NOTRE DAME DE SALUT
XXXVe pelerinage national de Notre-Dame-de-Salut
Lourdes. (8pp.) (2 copies)

a Notre

Dame de

This bulletin announcing the pilgrimage contains directions regarding train schedules
and fares. care of sick pilgrims. addresses of diocesan secretaries in various cities and
prayers in preparation for the pilgrimage.

1908
GUERIN, LOUIS
Le Pelerinage National de 1908; recits et souvenirs . Paris, P. FeronVrau, 1909. (320pp.) (2 copies)
This is an account of the pilg rimage honoring the Golden Jubilee Year of the apparitions.
Important in this respect are: 1. Mgr. Schoepfer's talk at the Requiem Mass for deoec sed
pilgrims and benefactors (P. 116); 2. the stories of 7 of the 80 miracles that took place
during this pilgrimage (pP. 214-225) ; 3. a chronological list of the more than 200 people
cured at Lourdes who were present at this pilgrimage. Also of interest are the acclalnations honoring the Blessed Sacrament given on P. 95 and chapter 2 which gives the
origin of the National Pilgrimage.

1913
OEUVRE DE NOTRE DAME DE SALUT
41 e Pelerinage National de Notre Dame de Salut
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a Notre-Dame

de

Lourdes. Paris, Secretariat (de I'oeuvre de Notre Dame de Salut), 1913.
(8pp.)
This bulletin is of substantially the same matter as the one given above for 1907.

THE NATIONAL PILGRIMAGE FOR MEN
THE FIRST NATIONAL PILGRIMAGE FOR MEN IN 1899
ANONYMOUS
Manuel du pelerinage national d'hommes
Antoine, n.d. (158pp.)

a Lourdes.

Tarbes, Solitude S.

Among the religious exercises comprising this manual are: the ceremony for the profession of faith, the dialogue on the commandments, ceremony of reparation to the Sacred
Heart. renewal of baptismal and confirmation vows, the Way of the Cross composed
expressly for this pilgrimage, some Latin and French hymns.

COMITE DIOCESAIN DES PELERINAGES POITIERS, PLAN SAINTE-CROIX
Pelerinage national d'hommes a Lourdes. Poitiers, Oudin et (ie. 1899.
In this letter the diocesan committee announces the men's pilgrimage for the coming
April and recommends methods for recruiting participants.

COURET, J.
Guide-Almanach de N.-D. de Lourdes 1900. Bordeaux, J. (ouret, 1900.
(160pp.)
Pages 9-20 tell how this pilgrimage originated and what occurred during the four days
it lasted. Photographs of these events are scattered throughout the booklet. News of
other pilgrimages for that year is also given.

ETOURNEAU, O.P.
Lourdes et Montmartre; discours prononce Ie 20 avril 1899 ... Paris,
Bureaux de L'Annee Dominicaine, 1899. (30pp.)
Father Etourneau in this sennan explains the connection between devotion to the Blessed
Virgin and to the Sacred Heart.

GOUPIL, G.
Pelerinage national avril 1899; 70.000 hommes
"Peuple Francais", n.d. (84pp.)

a Lourdes.

Paris, Le,

Originally a series of articles in "Peup!e Francais," this account reprints the semlons
given and also Bishop Billere's pastoral relative to this pilgrimage.

VEUILLOT, FRANCOIS
Les hommes de France
Lourdes-souvenir du pelerinage national
d'hommes du 17 au 21 avril 1899. Paris, Librairie Bloud et Barral,
1899. (77pp.)

a

The origin history and purpose of the men's pilgrimage are explained in this b coklet
first publi;hed as a series of letters in the newspaper "L'Univers" .
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THE SECOND NATIONAL PILGRIMAGE FOR MEN IN 1901
ANONYMOUS
Manuel du lie pelerinage national d'hommes
Solitude S. Antoine, n.d. (80pp.)

a Lourdes

(1901). Tarbes,

Given here are the prayers, hymns and ceremonies for the religious exercises proper to
each day of the pilgrimage. On P. 33 are the invocations to the 32 patron saints of France.

,

a

80.000 hommes Lourdes second pelerinage national 22-27 avril 1901 .
Paris, (s'adresser a M. I'abbe Garnier, directeur du "Peuple Franc;ais,"
123, Rue Montmartre, Paris, 2e arrond.)
These reports on the second men's pilgrimage include the sermons given and the acts of
faith made in common. There is also the stOry of a train wrecked on the way to Lourdes.

LORRAINE
ANONYMOUS
Manuel du pelerinage Lorrain a Notre-Dame de Lourdes. 11 e edition.
Saint-Die, L. Humbert, 1898. (215pp.)
This manual of praYers, hymns and meditations also contains brief notices on places
the pilgrims are to visit in Paris, Lourdes and elsewhere. On P. 209 is a litany in honor
of St. Peter Fourier.

ANONYMOUS
Pelerinage Lorrain a Notre-Dame-des-Victoires, e Issoudun, a Lourdes
et a Paray-Ie-Monial sous I'invocation de Notre-Dame-du-Salut. Nancy,
G. Crepin-Leblond, 1880. (29pp.)
Among the things included in this pilgrimage diary are extracts from the sermons given
during its course, a short account of a cure and the names of some persons whC)se
sufferings were alleviated in some way.

ANONYMOUS
XXllle pelerinage' Lorrain a Lourdes en 1899 . . . Nancy, A. CrepinLeblond, 1900. (34pp.)
Detailed herein are the itinerary and ceremonies of this pilgrimage and also the stories
of some cures that took place. There is likewise an explanation of the organization caring
for those sick pilgrims who are unable to pay their way to Lourdes_

NOEL, ISIDORE, L'ABBE
(1) La Lorraine a Lourdes en 1884, notre 8me pelerinage. Saint-Die,
L. Humbert, 1885. (96pp.)
These souvenir booklets are for the most part stories of cures obtained at Lourdes. There
are in addition articles of various kinds on other aspects of Lourdes and pilgrimages,

(2) La Lorraine et l'Alsace a Lourdes en 1886, notre lOme pelerinage.
Saint-Die, LL. Humbert, 1887.

a

(3) La Lorraine et l'Alsace Lourdes en 1887, notre 11 me pelerinage.
Saint-Die, L. Humbert, 1888.
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(4) La Lorraine et l'Alsace it Lourdes en 1888, notre 12me pelerinage
accompli sous las presidence de S.G. Mgr. Turinaz, eveque de
Nancy. Saint-Die, L. Humbert, 1889.
(5) La Lorraine et l'Alsace it Lourdes en 1889, notre 13me pelerinage
accompli sous Ie presidence de S.G. Mgr. Turinaz, eveque de
Nancy. Saint-Die, L. Humbert, 1890.
(6) La Lorraine et l'Alsace it Lourdes en 1890, notre 14me pe Jerinage
accompli sous la presidence de Sa Grandeur Mgr. Sonnois, evequa
de Saint-Die. Saint-Die, L. Humbert, 1891.
(7) La Lorraine et J'Alsace it Lourdes en 1891, notre 15me pelerinage
accompli sous la presidence de Sa Grandeur Mgr. Turinaz, eveque
de Nancy. Saint-Die, L. Humbert, 1892.
(8) La Lorraine et l'Alsace it Lourdes en 1892, notre lOme pelerinage
accompli sous las presidence de S.G. Mgr. Sonnois, Archeveque
de Cambrai, alors eveque de Saint-Die. Saint-Die, L. Humbert, 1893.
(9) La Lorraine et l'Alsace it Lourdes en 1893, notre 17me pelerinage
accompli sous la presidence de S.G. Mgr. Foucault, eveque de
Saint-Die. Saint-Die, Humbert, 1894. (126pp.)
(10) La Lorraine et l'Alsace it Lourdes en 1894, notre 18 pelerinage
accompli sous las presidence de S.G. Mgr. Turinaz, eveque de
Nancy. Saint-Die, Humbert, 1895. (96pp.)
(11) La Lorraine, et l'Alsace it Lourdes en 1895, notre 19me pelerinage
accompli sous la presidence de S.G. Mgr. Foucault, eveque der
Saint-Die. Saint-Die, Humbert, 1896. (67pp.)
(12) La Lorraine et l'Alsace it Lourdes en 1896, notre pelerinage accompli sous la presidence de S.G. Mgr. Turinaz, eveque de Nancy.
Saint-Die, Humbert, 1897. (85pp.)

a

(13) La Lorraine et l'Alsace
Lourdes en 1897 par les directeurs du
pelerinage. Notre 21 me pelerinage accompli sous la presidence et
la direction de S.G. Mgr. Foucault, eveque de Saint-Die. Saint-Die,
Humbert, 1898. (52pp.)
(14) La Lorraine et l'Alsace it Lourdes en 1898, notre 22me pelerinage
accompli sous la presidence et la direction de S.G. Mgr. Turinaz,
eveque de Nancy. Saint-Die, Humbert, 1899. (78pp.)
(15) La Lorraine et l'Alsace it Lourdes en 1899, notre 23me pelerinage
accompli du 30 aout au 9 septembre sous la presidence et la
direction de S.G. Mgr. Foucault, eveque de Saint-Die. Saint-Die,
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C.Cuny, 1900.~2ppJ
(16) Notre 24me pelerinage it Notre-Dame de Lourdes preside par S.G.
Mgr. Foucault. 23 aout-I er septembre, 1900. Saint-Die, C. Cuny,
190 I. (79pp.)
(17) Notre pelerinage jubilaire a Notre-Dame de Lourdes preside par
sa Grandeur Mgr. Foucault. 24 aout-4 septembre, 1901. Saint-Die,
C. Cuny, 1902. (104pp.)

LE NORD
ANONYMOUS
Manuel des pelerins du Nord a Notre-Dame de Lourdes. Societe de
Saint-Augustin. Lille, Desclee, De Brouwer et Cie, 1903. (l90pp.) (2
copies)
Meditations, hymns, the Way of the Cross, Rosary reflections. Photographs of Lourdes,
railway maps of France and illustrative material, and in part 4, a travel guide,

L'ASSOCIATION DES BRANCARDIERS DU NORD
Pelerinages diocesains du Nord it Lourdes. Annuaire de I'association
des brancardiers du Nord et de l'Association des infirmieres du Nord,
1905. (35pp.)
This booklet contains the statutes with their amendments for this association of "stretcherbearers." Names and addresses of the members are also given.

LE POITOU

1879
ANONYMOUS
Pelerinage du Poitou. Notre-Dame de Lourdes. Les 18, 19, 20, 21 et 22
aoOt 1879. horaire. Niort, Desprez. (7pp.)
A time-table to be followed during each day of the pilgrimage.

1890
ANONYMOUS
Manuel des Pelerins de Poitiers, Niort et Bressure a Notre Dame de
.Lourdes. Poitiers, Oudin et Cie, 1890. (25pp.)
Added to the 11 French hymns in this train schedule is a Laudate Marian patterned on
psalm 148.

1892
ANONYMOUS
Manuel des pelerins de Poitiers, Niort, Bressure et Parthenay a Notrebame-de-Lourdes. Saint-Maixent, Ch. Reverse, 1892. (29pp.)
Of these 16 hymns. two have music printed for them.
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1893
ANONYMOUS
Manuel des pelerins de Poitou a Notre-Dame-de-Lourdes. Poitiers,
Baudoux, 1893. (31 pp.)
Music is printed for those hymns in the supplement and on the covers.

1895
ANONYMOUS
Manuel du pelerinage du Poitou a Notre Dame de Lourdes. Poitiers,
Oudin et Cie, 1895. (169pp.)
Noteworthy in this manual are the gazeteer for the trip from Poitou to Lourdes printed
in part 4. and the 33 hYmns. some with music. forming part 5.

1898
ANONYMOUS
Pelerinage du Poitou a N.-D. de Lourdes. Petit Directoire
malades, 1898. (11 pp.)

a I'usage

des

This booklet addressed to sick pilgrims contains instructions of various kinds.

1899
ANONYMOUS
Manuel des pelerins du Poitou a Notre-Dame de Lourdes; nouvelle
edition. Poitiers, Oudin et Cie, 1899. (216pp.)
This manual includes a map of Lourdes indicating points of interest, houses of religious
orders. hotels. etc. Not found elsewhere are the solemn acclamations for the close of a
pilgrimage and a Latin hymn for the renewal of clerical promises. Other features are
the Way of the Cross at Betharram and the special reflections for each day of the
pilgrimage.

ANONYMOUS

a

Pelerinage du Poitou
Notre-Dame de Lourdes; lundi 28 aoOt-samedi
2 septembre, 1899. (12pp.)
This contains detailed Instructions for the conduct of pilgrims.

CHARLES, EMILE, L'ABBE
Le Poitou a Lourdes 1899-28e annee, recit du pelerinage diocesan.
Poitiers, Oudin et Cie. (24pp.)
A diary account of this pilgrimage is given here.

1900
BELLOUARD, LEON, L'ABBE
Le Poitou a Lourdes 1900-2ge annee, recit du pelerinage diocesain.
This account contains extracts from the sermons delivered during the pilgrimage. (19pP.)
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1902
ANONYMOUS
Pelerinage du Poitou 11 Notre-Dame de Lourdes: lundi 1 septembresamedi 6 septembre, 1902.
Together with extracts from the bishop's letter of July 16. there are here printed
directives for both the pilgrims and the clergy as well as train schedules.

Pelerinage du Poitou a N.-D. de Lourdes (1-6 septembre 1902) carte de
pelerin.
In this leaflet are recommendations for proper conduct during a pilgrimage.

Pelerinage du Poitou 11 N.-D. de Lourdes. Neuvaine pour les malades.
(3 copies)
In the blue covered COpy of this leaflet containing prayers for the cure of the sick is a
long act of hom mage to Our Lady of Lourdes from the Poi tiers diocese.
Four other items printed in connection with this pilgrimage and which cannot be included
under any heading as to author or title are the following: 1. A paper on which district
organizers are to put the names of the pilgrims; 2. Instructions regarding tickets sent out
by the pilgrimage committee; 3. A bulletin suggesting ways to help poor people get to
Lourdesj 4. A poster announcing this pilgrimage,

BARA TON, LEON
Poitiers, 1 rue du Pont Neuf, 8 aoOt 1902.
This letter from the pilgrimage director gives some infonnation on the forthcoming
pilgrimage.

Poitiers, Societe Francaise d'imprimerie et de librairie.
This is another letter from the director.

FOURUCHON, JEAN, L'ABBE
Le Poitou a Lourdes en 1902: 31 e annee, recit du pelerinage diocesain.
Poitiers, Societe Francaise d'imprimerie et de librairie. (30pp.)
In this resume of the pilgrimage are extracts from the sennons given. and details regarding the cure of 10 people from Poitou.

1904
ANONYMOUS
Manuel des pelerins du Poitou a Notre-Dame de Lourdes; nouvelle
edition. Paris, Societe Francaise d'imprimerie et de librairie, 1904.
(216pp.)
The only difference between this manual and the one published in 1899 is that the
latter contains 47 hymns and this one 40.

LA VENDEE
BOUGOUIN, HENRI, L'ABBE
Les pelerins Vendeens et Niortais a Notre Dame de Lourdes. Poitiers,
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Henri Oudin, 1872. (48pp.)
stops at points other than Lourdes are detailed in this account which also has a special
act of consecration of these pilgrims and two hymns written especially for them.

DIOCESE OF AIX
ANONYMOUS
La Provence a Lourdes, pelerinage diocesain d'Aix conduit par Mgr.
I'archeveque 15 au 20 juin 1885. Aix, Achille Makaire, 1885. (16pp.)
Along with general directives for pilgrims are prin ted three hymns in French and three
in Provencal.

DIOCESE OF ANGERS
MONTERGON, A. MAUVIF DE
Souvenir du huitieme pelerinage d'Angers a Lourdes septembre 1878.
Angers, Imprimerie de F.-A. Burdin et Cie, 1878. (102pp.)
The list of those attending the pilgrimage, two sermons, one on the Ave Verum and O!1e
on spiritual miracles.

ANONYMOUS
Quarantieme pelerinage d'Angers a Lourdes sous la haute presidence
de sa grandeur Monseigneur l'Eveque d'Angers . . . 23 septembre,
1901. Angers, F. Lecoq, 1901. (52pp.)
After some instructions addressed to pilgrims and brief descriptions of interesting places
at Lourdes there are printed some French and Latin hymns, most of them with music.
On P. 21 there is a melody for L'heure etaU venue different from the one ordinarily given,

DIOCESE OF ARRAS
OCCRE, E. L'ABBE
Arras a Lourdes (1873-1900). Paris, Desclee, de Brouwer et Cie, 1901.
(344pp.)
Here is a history of Arras' 28 years of Lourdes pilgrimages. The individual record of each
year includes extracts from the talks given and the miracles that took place. Chapter one
tells how pilgrimages began at Lourdes, while the last chapter traces the effects that
these annual journeys have had on the diocese. The appendix has seven hYmns peculiar
to Arras. Illustrations include, besides photographs of Lourdes, pictures of other Marian
images in France.

DIOCESE OF AVIGNON
ANONYMOUS
Manuel des pelerins du diocese d'Avignon. 31 e pelerinage (3 copies),
DIOCESE OF BEAUVAIS
ANONYMOUS
Souvenir du second pelerinage du diocese de Beauvais a Notre-Dame
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de Lourdes. Beauvais, D. Pere, 1876. (30pp.)
This souvenir diary tells of visits to the birthplace of st. Vincent de Paul and the tomb
of St. Martin en route to Lourdes. On PP. 22-24 is a long act consecrating the diocese of
Beauvais to the Blessed Virgin.

DIOCESE OF BELLEY
ANONYMOUS
Manuel du pelerinage du diocese de Belley a Notre-Dame de Lourdes.
Chatillon-sur-Chalaronne, Louis Chaduc, 1897. (104pp.)
In addition to the regulations for the pilgrims this manual has various prayers, hymns
(some with music) and the Vespers of the Blessed Virgin.

Manuel du pelerinage du diocese de Belley a Notre Dame de Lourdes.
Chatillon-sur-Chalaronne, Louis Chaduc, 1898.
This is practically the same as the one for the previous year except that a hymn is
added, Banniere de N.-D. de Lourdes.

ARCHDIOCESE OF BOURGES
ANONYMOUS

a

Pelerinage du Berry
Notre-Dame de Lourdes sous la presidence de
Son Eminence Ie Cardinal Boyer, archeveque de Bourges. Bourges,
Tardy-Pigelet, 1896. (SOpp.)
For the most part this is a gazeteer for the trip to Lourdes. Of the Latin and French
hymns included. six have the lTIusic printed.

DIOCESE OF BLOIS
MANGOr, F.
Les pelerins de Blois au sanctuaire de Notre-Dame de Lourdes; deuxieme
edition. Blois, chez I'auteur, a Boum§ (Loir-et-Cher) 1873. (114pp.)
This account of a pilgrimage is rather emotional in tone and also highly c.escrlptive.
Appendices contain a hymn written for the pilgrims from Blois, a hymn of France to
the Blessed Virgin and the story of a deaf mute's cure .

DIOCESE OF COUTANCES AND AVRANCHES
MUSTEL, L.M.?
Deuxieme pelerinage du diocese de Coutances et Avranches
Dame de Lourdes, 1881. (91 pp.)

a Notre

Though in a sense a diary of the diocesan pilgrimage, this is more a commentary on
the Blessed Virgin. PP. 13-28 are an exposition of the antiphon Salve Rel<ina, while
PP. 36-53 and 73-86 have other material of a like nature.

ANONYMOUS
Pelerinage du diocese de Coutances et Avranches a Notre Dame de
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Lourdes. Le diocese de Coutances et Avranches a Notre Dame de
Lourdes. Pelerinage du cinquantenaire de la definition dogmatique d~
I'lmmaculee-Conception. Manuel des pelerins. Abbeville, F. Paillart,
1904. (168pp.)
Special readings, prayers and hYmns are assigned to different hours on each day of the
pilgrimage . On P. 17 is the prayer by Pius X commemorating the 50th anniversary of
the dogma of the Immaculate Conception.

ANONYMOUS
Pelerinage du diocese de Coutances et Avranches Lourdes en l'Annee
Jubiliaire de la Definition du Dogme de I'lmmaculee-Conception. Coutances, Ch. Daireaux, 1904. (11 pp.)

a

One man's impressions of this pilgrimage.

DIOCESE OF LUCON
ANONYMOUS
Manuel des pelerins du diocese de Lu<;on a Notre Dame de Lourdes.
Huitieme pelerinage. Lu<;on, F. Bideaux, 1879. (25pp.)
A train schedule, some clirectlons addressed to the pilgrims and 13 hymns without music.

DIOCESE OF LYONS
ANONYMOUS
Manuel du pelerinage du diocese de Lyon avec malades a Notre-Dame
de Lourdes. Chatillon-sur-Chalaronne, Louis Chaduc, 1901. (292pp.)
Part one of this manual gives the regulations for the conduct of the pilgrimage. Part two
consists of prayers. PP. 103-110 have the Mass prayers used in the rite peculiar to the
diocese of LYons. Part three Is made up of more than 200 pages of hymns, most of them
with the music given .

DIOCESE OF MEAUX

*ANONYMOUS

1883
Petit manuel pour Ie pelerinage fait par Ie diocese de Meaux
Dame de Lourdes. Meaux, A. Le Blondel, 1883. (80pp.)

a Notre

The following items should be noted: 1. The spiritual reading selections all dealing with
the thought of what a pilgrimage is; 2. the meditative suggestions on the Rosary and the
hYmns to Sts. Denis. Faron and Fiacre.

*BARBIER, A., L'ABBE
Le premier pelerinage du diocese de Meaux
Meaux, A. Le Blondel, 1883. (73pp.)

a Notre

A diary account of the events occurring durina the pilirrimaae.
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Dame de Lourdes.

1

* ANONYMOUS 1885
Manuel pour Ie deuxieme pelerinage du diocese de Meaux
Dame de Lourdes. Meaux, A. Le Blondel, 1885. (120pp.)

a

Notre

This manual is a little different from the one of 1883. The diocesan hYmns and the one
honoring Leo XIII are omitted. but 12 new ones added. A Lourdes hymn of 40 stanzas
(pP. 100-103) replaces the older one on PP. 74-78 of the first manual. The Rosary meditations and those for the Mass have also been changed.

*GATELLlER, A" L'ABBE
Le deuxieme pelerinage du diocese de Meaux
Meaux, A. Le Blondel, 1885. (59pp.)

a Notre Dame de

Lourdes.

This account is like the one written by Abbe Barbier for the first pilgrimage.
oX-All four of the above items are bound in one volume .

ANONYMOUS 1891
Troisieme pelerinage du diocese de Meaux
Meaux, A. Le Blondel, 1891. (157pp.)

a Notre

Dame de Lourdes.

Special to this manual are the Litany of Our Lady of Lourdes given on P. 86 and the
Vespers for the Feast of February 11 which gives an explanation of each pS31m. There
are also the acclamations for the close of the candlelight procession ,

BARBIER, A., L'ABBE 1894
Le quatrieme pelerinage du diocese de Meaux
Meaux, A. Le Blondel, 1894. (85pp.)

a Notre Dame de Lourdes.

This is similar to the other two dianr accounts listed above .

ANONYMOUS
Quatrieme pelerinage du diocese de Meaux a Notre Dame de Lourdes.
Meaux, A. Le Blondel, 1894. (l72pp., 16pp., xipp.)
This manual differs from the previous ones principally by including a daily time-table
of prayers and hymns and the insertion of a supplement of 16 hYmns with music.

ANONYMOUS 1896
Cinequieme pelerinage du diocese de Meaux
Meaux, A. Le Blondel, 1896. (180p ., 4pp.)

a Dotre Dame de

Lourdes.

Of particular note here are the plan of the Grotto and of the city of Lourdes. the two
acclamations addressed to the Blessed Virgin and the poetrY on the Rosary. A supplement
lists the indulgences to be gained both at Lourdes and on the way there in pilgrimage.

ANONYMOUS 1898
Sixieme pelerinage du diocese de Meaux a Notre Dame de Lourdes.
Meaux, A. Le Blondel, 1898. (180pp., 16pp.)
The matter given here is SUbstantiallY the same as that contained in the manual for
1896. The supplement contains five hymns with music.

DIOCESE OF NANCY
ANONYMOUS
XXIVe pelerinage a Lourdes en 1900; premier pelerinage diocesain du
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28 aout au 6 septembre. Nancy, A. Crepin-Leblond, 1901. (55pp.)
The final pages of this account tell of those sick pilgrims who either found relief from
their sufferings during the pilgrimage or else resignation to their lot.

DIOCESE OF NANTES
ANONYMOUS
Manuel des pelerins du diocese de Nantes
Notre Dame de Lourdes.
28e pelerinage. Nantes, Lanoe-Mazeau, 1897. (71 pp.)

a

This is a manual of hymns. three of which have no music printed.

DIOCESE OF LE PUY
ANONYMOUS
Second pelerinage du Puy-en-Velay a Notre Dame de Lourdes Ie 28
septembre 1874; extrait de l'Echo du Velay du 8 obtobre. Le Puy,
Freydier, 1874. (14pp.)
This is an account of the pilgrimage. part of it taken from a newspaper report.

DIOCESE OF QUIMPER
ANONYMOUS
Manuel des pelerins du diocese de Quimper et de Leon; selZIeme
pelerinage du dimanche 29 aout au samedi 4 septembre 1897.
Quimper, Arsene de Kerangal, 1897. (63pp.)
This is a schedule of hYmns and prayers for the pilgrimage. There are 15 hymns in the
Breton dialect and 15 in French.

DIOCESE OF REIMS
BONNAIRE, A., L'ABBE
Manuel du pelerinage Remois
1895. (173pp.)

a

Lourdes. Reims, Dubois-Poplimont,

Among the prayers in this manual is a novena honoring the Immaculate Conception.
Music is printed for some of the hymns included.

DELOZANNE, L.
De Reims a Lourdes par Paray-Ie-Monial; 5-13 septembre, 1894. Lettres
d'un pelerin. Reims, Dubois-Poplimont t 1895. (76pp.)
Seven letters first appearing in L' A venir tell of Reims first diocesan pilgrimage to
Lourdes. The opening letter describes the visit to the shrine at Paray-Ie-Monial. while
the others speak of Lourdes. the last one giving the details of a miraculous cure.

DIOCESE OF ROUEN
ANONYMOUS
Manuel du pelerinage du diocese de Rouen au sanctuaire de Notre46

Dame de Lourdes. Rouen, Imprimerie de Esperance Cagniard, 1S94.
(SOpp.)
Thirteen hymns in this collection have the music printed. On P. 34 is the st ory of the
monk of Ramsey who was saved from death at sea when he promised to celebrate the
feast of the Immaculate Conception.

DIOCESE OF SEEZ
ANONYMOUS 1900
Manuel de pelerinage du diocese de Seez a Notre Dame de Lourdes.
Seez, Leguerney-Montauze, 1900. (39pp.) (2 copies)
Hymns make up two-thirds of this booklet. the one on P. 21 being an aodross f l o:n
the diocese to OUf Lady of Lourdes. On the back cover is a picture of OUf L 'Idy of ~ e .!Z.

LEROUX, J.
Du carnet d'un pelerin; septieme pelerinage du diocese de Seez
Dame de Lourdes. Seez, Leguerney-Montauze, 1900. (16pp.)

a Notre

The six days of pilgrimage are sketched in this pamphlet.

ANONYMOUS 1901
Manuel du Ville pelerinage du diocese de Seez a Notre Dame de
Lourdes. Seez, Paul Leguerney, 1901. (40pp.)
One hymn is here added to those of the 1900 manual. that on P. 38. L'Ave des Sagiens a
Notre Dame de Lourdes, a farewell hymn sung by the pilgrims on leaving the La r Jes
shrine.

LEROUX, J.
Du carnet d'un pelerin; huitieme pelerinage du diocese de Seez a Notre
Dame de Lourdes, 1901. (2Spp.)
Similar to the account of 1900 this one contains the stories of several eu es ~he mos ~
famOllS being that of, the man Gargam which occurred a few weeks before these
pilgrims arrived.

DIOCESE OF TOURS
ANONYMOUS 1872
Pelerinage de la Touraine a Notre Dame de Lourdes; 9 septemere 1S72.
Tours, Jules Bouserez, lS72. (Spp.)
This pamphlet for the first Lourdes pilgrimage from Tours contains a spec'al praye ,'
honoring St. Martin of Tours, long Marian hymns and an itinerary for the trip.

ANONYMOUS 1880
Neuvieme pelerinage de la Touraine a Notre Dame de Lourdes, 20
septembre lSS0; programme. Tours, Paul Bouserez, lSS0. (35pp.)
A detailed schedule of prayers and hymns makes up this program. The names of the
authors are given for some of the 12 hYmns. The long one on P. 21 is addrEssed to
St. Martin.
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ANONYMOUS 1887
Seizieme pelerinage de la Touraine a Notre-Dame de Lourdes; 5 septembre 1887. Tours, Paul Bouserez, 1887. (35pp .)
Of the fifteen hymns printed here two are without music. On PP. 34-35 is the Ave of
Touraine, "Quand vJnt sur terre range des cieux.", which dates from 1836.

ANONYMOUS 1888
Dix-septieme pelerinage de la Touraine a Notre-Dame de Lourdes, 3
septembre 1888. Tours, Paul Bousrez, 1888. (35pp.)
Except that only one hYmn is without music. this is the same as the manual for 1867.

The following four manuals are identical in content.

ANONYMOUS 1895
Vingt-troisieme pelerinage de la Touraine a Notre Dame de Lourdes,
2 septembre 1895. Tours, Paul Bousrez, 1895. (36pp.)
This edition of the Tours pilgrimage hymnal differs from the one of 1888 by the add:tion
on the back cover of a three part arrangement for SaInt. 0 Vlerge du Rosajre.

ANONYMOUS 1897
Vingt-cinquieme pelerinage de la Touraine
Notre Dame de Lourdes,
6 septembre 1897. Tours, Paul Bousrez, 1897. (36pp.)

a

ANONYMOUS 1898
Vingt-sixieme pelerinage de la Touraine
Notre-Dame de Lourdes,
5 septembre 1898. Tours, Paul Bousrez, 1898. (36pp.)

a

ANONYMOUS 1900
Vingt-huitieme pelerinage de la Touraine
Notre Dame de Lourdes,
17 septembre 1900. Tours, Paul Bousrez, 1900. (36pp.)

a

DIOCESE OF VALENCE
DIDELOT, L'ABBE
Pelerinage a Notre-Dame de Lourdes (dioceses de Valence et de Viviers)
Valence, Chenevier, et Chavet, 1872. (39pp.)
This diary account of a pilgrimage reads very much like a sermon,

PILGRIMAGES TO LOURDES: ACCOUNTS BY INDIVIDUALS, TRAVEL GUIDES
ANONYMOUS
Guide du pelerin et du touriste
Lourdes aux environs et vers la montagne. Tarbes, J. A. Lescamela, 1888. (143pp.) (2 copies)

a

A map of the city and of the Grotto is included in this guide to Lourdes and the
surrounding area,
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ANONYMOUS
Publicite des Guides Joanne Lourdes. Hachette et Cie. (148pp.)
There are only 32 pages of real text here; the rest is advertising. Information is given
on hotels, churches. shopping centers. on the industry and historY of Lourdes. The many
illustrations include pictures of the area around Lourdes.

BARBIER, A., L'ABBE
Journal d'un pelerin
(38pp.)

a Lourdes

par mer. Meaux, A. Le Blondel, 1881.

This diary of a pilgrimage from Boulogne to Lourdes includes accounts of visits to
shrines at St. Anne D·Auray. Mont St. Michel. and Pont-Main.

BELLEVAL, MARQUIS DE
Lourdes et Ie midi de la France. Paris, Henri Vivien, 1900. (222pp.)
In his travelogue on the south of France. the author notes points of interest in Chartres.
Tours. Poitiers and Bordeaux. Chapter 8 on Lourdes describes the town. the shr:ne and
its pilgrims.

BOULFROY, LE CHANOINE
Notre-Dame de Lourdes. Tours, Alfred Cattier, 1906. (32pp.)
Impressions of the churches at the shrtne. of the pilgrims and of the miracles are recorded in this small pamphlet.

CALHIAT, HENRY, L'ABBE
A Notre-Dame de Lourdes. Namur, Paul Godenne, 1887. (400pp.)
At a bishop's suggestion this book was written to communicate to others the ioy people
experience at Lourdes. Chapters 5-8. 13. 14. 17 and 18 have much to say on this. The
first four chapters are elaborations of the symbolism of the shrine. while chapter 12 is
an excellent treatment of the Rosary. In the appendix is a pastoral letter by Bishop
Billere on Our Lady of Lourdes.

CARON, MAX.
Le guide du peleFin
Lourdes. Paris, Imp. des Orphelins-Apprenti~
d'Auteuil, 1917. (120pp.)

a

Following a history of Lourdes and a general description of the shrine there follow many
details on the Rosary Church and its mosaics. the Crypt. the windows of the basilica. the
Stations of the Cross. the Grottos. the Panorama (a large painting). The appendix has a
resu":'e of the 18 apparitions and a prayer to Our Lady of Lourdes by Bishop Schoepfer.

CHEVALLlER, EDMOND
Souvenir de Lourdes. Blois, C. Migault et Cie, 1899. (29pp.)
A young school boy wrote this light-hearted and enthusiastic account of a holiday pilgrimage he and nine companions made to Lourdes and some other places.

LE COINTE, L'ABBE
Le guide du pelerin de Coutances et de Bayeux
Lourdes. Caen, F. Le Blanc-Hardel, 1883. (46pp.)

a

Notre-Dame de

Natural phenomena and various shrines en route to Lourdes are briefly sketched here.
The beauties of the region around Lourdes itself are described in quotations from other
authors.
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DAUBERIVE, BERNARD
Guide du pelerin et du touriste. Lourdes et ses environs; illustrations
et plans. Poitiers, G. Bonamy, 1896. (119pp.)
Geographical and historical details are given on Lourdes and also on 13 other towns in
the area . Of particular interest as regards the shrine itself are: chapter five which
contains early civil and ecclesiastical documents on the Grotto; chapter six which describes
the "new" Lourdes, its shrines, churches. convents.

DOMENECH, L'ABBE
Lourdes, hommes et choses. Lyon, Librairie Generale, Catholique ef
classique Emmanuel Vitte, 1894. (327pp.)
The author. who lived at Lourdes for several years. first came there in 1858 during the
apparitions with the famous Marie-Alphonse de Ratisbonne. With no attempt at polemic
or defense he writes about the inhabitants of the city and tells stories of conversions.
miraculous cures and also of the disappointments that take place at the Grotto.

GARDES, L'ABBE
Une journee
Lourdes. Lourdes, ses monuments, ses richesses, ses
foules, ses fetes, sa superiorite incontestable, son lien etroit avec lat
France. Toulouse, imprimerie Saint-Cyprien, 1901. (305pp.)

a

In very brief chapters we are here given a picture of the things that occur at Lourdes.
Of special value is the section on the treasures of the basilica.

IMHOFF, LE DOYEN
Les grands pelerinages, no. 1, Lourdes (notes et souvenirs d'un pelerin)
Paris, Collections Paul Grenet, 1908. (30pp.)
To be noted in this booklet are : 1. the detailed description of the main altar in the
Rosary Church ; 2. the prayers said when the sick are immersed in the baths (P. 25);
3. the photos of the basilica.

D'ISNE, Y.
A. Lourdes par Y. D'isne no. 31. Marseille, Ecole Typographique SaintLeon, 1898. (83pp.)
A lot of local color enhances this account of a stay at Lourdes during the National
Pilgrimage of 1897. Photographs of the city·s places of interest are included.

MAILLES, AUG.
Pages de Lourdes. Paris-Tournai, Establissements Casterman, 1911 .
(278pp.)
These random thoughts on past and present events at Lourdes are addressed to the
pilgrims. A kind of bibliography on the shrine is on PP. 143-169. pP. 241-259 tell of the
Stations of the Cross on the hill behind the basilica.

MONBRUN, ALFRED
Notre Dame de Lourdes; impressions et souvenirs. Paris, Rene Haton,
1877. (220pp.)
The various shrines around the Grotto, the pilgrimages and miracles receive due attention

here. There is also a chapter on the symbolism of the apparitions.
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PAYS, VALERIO
Le pays des Gaves. Lourdes centre de tourisme. Livret-Guide edite par
Ie syndicat d'initiative de Lourdes. Auch, Th. Bouquet et Cie., 1910.
(57pp.)
Most of this booklet, which is illustrated by many small photographs, is concerned with
the region around Lourdes. A relief map in the center fold and another map at the
back show the layout of the area .

PIERAERTS, C., LE CHANOINE AND BEAUVOIS, E., L'ABBE
Lourdes, la Sainte-Baume et La Salette. Louvain, Ch. Peeters, 1873.
(251 pp.) (2 copies)
The first five chapters tell of a journey from Brussels to Lourdes. Chapters 7-15 re oord
impressions gathered during a stay at Lourdes itself, while the second half of the book
goes on to Mary Magdalen's cave at Aix-en-Provence and then to the Marian shrine at
La Salette. The appendix cDntains Mgr. Pichenot's talk at the blessing of the basilica in
1872.

RETTE, ADOLPHE

a

Un sejour a Lourdes; journal d'un pelerinage
pied, impressions d'ull
brancardier. Paris, Leon Vanier, 1909. (316pp.)
In thanksgiving for his conversion, the author walked from Liguge to LDurdes, a journey
recDrded in the first 24 chapters of this book. The final ten are an account of his experiences as a brancardier at the shrine. Several photos of Lourdes illustrate the text.

COLLECTIONS OF HYMNS
ANONYMOUS
Cantiques de Lourdes oHerts par les magasins de l'Aliiance Catholique.
(copies for 1911 and 1912) (14pp.)
A Salut d 'arrivee a N.D. de Lourdes and 36 verses of L'heure etait venne are followed
by 13 pages of ads.

ANONYMOUS
Les pelerinages de Lourdes; cantiques, insignes, costumes. Lourdes
depot a la grotte. Paris, Eugene Fasquelle, 1897. (282pp.)
Music is printed for 21 of the 66 hymns from various IDcalities of France. Thirteen are
given in the local patois. There are also colored illustrations of regional costumes and
Df insignia relative to pilgrimages frDm these districts. Two long hymns narrate t'le
story of the apparitions, one of 40 stanzas on PP. 2-8 and one of 60 on PP. 70-79.

LE NORD
Cantiques des pelerins du Nord Notre Dame de Lourdes. Lille, Societe
St. Augustin, Desclee, De Brouwer et Cie. n.d. (16pp.)

a

Six of these seven hymns sung by pilgrims from the northeast of France are gh"en
with music.

LA PROVENCE
Les pelerins de Provence; cantiques, paroles et musique. Aix, J. Nicot,
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1895. (48pp.)
Three of the 26 hymns are in Provencal. 19 of the melodies in the supplement are
attributed to Pergolesi, 6 to Mozart and a few are indicated as ancIen noel.

Les Provenc;aux

a

Lourdes. Aix-en-Provence, A. Makaire, 1875.

The music is given for these hYmns two of which are in Provencal and one in French.

LA VENDEE
Chants pour les pelerinages Vendeens. Luc;on, Ve Bideaux et fils, 1880.
(30pp.)
A collection of 14 hymns for the use of pilgrims from La Vendee.

a

Manuel du pelerinj vingt-deuxieme pelerinage de la Vendee
Notre
Dame de Lourdes. 19-23 septembre 1892. Luc;on, M. Bideaux, 1892.
In addition to the 31 hymns there was also included Grignion de Montfort·s method of
saYing the Rosary.

Manuel du pelerinj vingt-septieme pelerinage de la Vendee a NotreDame de Lourdes. 31-aout-4 septembre 1896. Luc;on, M. Bideaux,
1896.
Of special note here is the long hymn of 60 verses. C'etalt !'heure sainte beginning on
P. 36.

a

Manuel du pelerinj trente-deuxieme pelerinage de la Vendee
Notre
Dame de Lourdesj 27-31 aout 1900. Luc;on, M. Bideaux, 1900. (772pp.)
This compilation includes on PP. 31-36 the Nouveau chapelet Vendeen de Notre-Dari->e de
Lourdes and PP. 55-60 a Mass by Dumont.

Pelerinage de la Vendee

a Notre

Dame de Lourdes en wagon. (11 pp.)

For recreation during the pilgrims' train ride to Lourdes here are five merry sones
about such a venture set to well-known tunes.

DIOCESE OF AVIGNON

Cantique, diocese d'Avignon 2 eme pelerinage a N.D. de Lourdes, juin,
1873.
The music to these 12 stanzas is given in 2 and 3 part harmony.

Cantiques a I'usage des pelerins du diocese d'Avignon. Avignon,
Franc;ois Seguin, 1899. (48pp., 10pp.) (2 copies)
Eight of these hymns are in the patois indigenous to Avignon. The ten in the supplement have the music with the text.

BONNAIRE, A., L'ABBE
Louanges Notre Dame de Lourdesj imitation de celles qui se chantaient
en latin pendant la messe au Moyen-Age. Reims, Dubois·Poplimont,
1896.

a

The music is printed along with these acclamations to the Blessed Virgin some of which
are taken from the Litany of Loretto.
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CALHIAT, LE CHANOINE
Les pelerins de Montauban

a Notre Dame de Lourdes.

2e edition. 1894.

The Abbe A. Contenson wrote the music for this hYmn of seven stanzas.

GAIGNET, J., L'ABBE
Chapelet de N.-D. de Lourdes ou cantique-recit de I'apparition en six
dizaines de strophes. 2ge edition. Lu~on, M . Bideaux, 1894. (12pp.)
A note on the inside front cover tells that the Abbe Gaignet wrote this Lourdes hymn.
the well-known HAve, Ave. Ave. Maria" at the request of Father Sempe. superior of
the priests in charge of the Grotto.

Ave Maria des Vendeens. Chapelet de N .-D. de Lourdes ou cantique-recit
de I'apparition en six dizaines de strophes. 30e edition . Lu~on, M.
Bideaux, 1897. (12pp.)
Following the Lourdes' Ave are eight stanzas of the Ave Maria of Vendee. There Is also
an edition of 1874 numbered as the second edition and the publisher designatej as
F. Bideaux.

GONNET, G., L'ABBE
Cantique en I'honneur de Notre-Dame de Lourdes; paroles de M. L'Abbe
G. Gonnet, musique de M . de Pierpont. Avignon, Lagier-Fornery.
In addition to the hYmn. A Noire Dame de Lourdes. there is another called A Notre
Dame du Doms.

HAVAS, JULES, L'ABBE
Manuel des pelerins du diocese de Quimper et de Leon a N.D. de
Lourdes. Rennes, Oberthur, n.d. (64pp.)
Music is given for all the hymns. 15 of which are in French and 15 in Breton.

MOREAU, F.-X.
(1.) A toi toujours, cantique pour la 34e pelerinage de la Touraine
Notre-Dame de Lourdes. Saint-Maixent, F. Chaboussant, 1906.

a

The thirty-seven stanzas have a melody written in three voice parts.

(2.) Allons au ciel, cantique pour Ie 30e pelerinage de la Touraine cr
Notre-Dame de Lourdes. Saint-Maixent, F. Chaboussant, 1902.
A melodY in two parts accompanies these 32 verses,

(3.) Amour et gloire a Marie, cantique pour Ie cinquantenaire de la
proclamation du dogme de I'lmmaculee Conception. 32e pelerinage de la Touraine N. D. de Lourdes. Saint-Maixent, F. Chaboussant, 1904.

a

The music for this hYmn of 23 stanzas is in three parts.

a

(4.) L'ave de la Touraine
Notre-Dame de Lourdes. 15 pelerinage de
la Touraine. 16e edition. Saint-Maixent, Ch. Reverse, 1892.
These 37 stanzas have a melody whose harmony is in both 2 and 3 parts.

(5.) L'ave du pelerin de Lourdes, chant dialogue pour Ie 28 pelerin-

" '~
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age de la Touraine 11 ·N.-D. de Lourdes. Saint-Maixent, F. Chaboussant, 1900.
A harmonization in 2 and 3 parts is given for these 18 stanzas.

(6.) L'ave du pelerin de Lourdes, chant dialogue pour Ie 28 pelerinage de la Touraine 11 N.-D. de Lourdes . . . 2e edition. Tours,
Louis Dubois, 1900.
This is another edition of the above.

(7.) Ave Maria. Beatae Mariae Virgini Immaculatae de Lourdes, hymne
Latine rhytmee pour Ie cinquantenaire de ses apparitions 18581908. Saint-Maixent, F. Chaboussant, 1908.
These two hymns. the one of seven double stanzas and the other of nine double stanzas.
are partly in unison and partly in three voices.

(8.) Ave Maria. Beatae Mariae Virgini Immaculatae de Lourdes, hymne
Latine rhytmee pour Ie cinquantenaire de ses apparitions, 18581908. 3e edition. Saint-Maixent, F. Chaboussant, 1913.
This is the same as the first edition.

(9.)

Le chant du paradis, cantique pour Ie 2ge pelerinage de la Touraine 11 N.D. de Lourdes. Saint-Maixent, F. Chaboussant, 1901.

The 20 stanzas of this hymn are set to music in three voices.

(10.) Le ciel est avec nous, cantique 11 N. D. de Lourdes, 24 pelerinage
de la Touraine. Saint-Maixent, F. Chaboussant, 1896.
A three part harmonization is given for these 20 stanzas.

(11.) Conduis-nous au ciel, a Notre-Dame de Lourdes; mon dernier
cantique pour Ie 43e pelerinage de la Touraine. Saint-Maixent,
F. Chaboussant, 1914.
For these 13 stanzas a three-voice harmonization is printed.

(12.) Les croises de Notre-Dame du Rosaire pour Ie pelerinage de la
Touraine 11 Notre-Dame de Lourdes. Saint-Maixent, Ch. Reverse,
1892. 4e edition.
These 17 stanzas are given a three part harmonization,

(13.) Les croises de Notre-Dame du Rosaire pour Ie pelerinage de la
Touraine 11 Notre-Dame de Lourdes. Saint-Maixent, Ch. Reverse,
1895. 5e edition.
A later edition of the above.

(14.) Debout! Partons, cantique 11 N.-D. de Lourdes pour Ie 40e pelerinage de la Touraine, 4 septembre 1911, offrande d'une statue de
Saint Martin par Ie diocese de Tours. Saint-Maixent, F. Chaboussallt, 1911.
The music for these 10 stanzas is in three voices.

(15.) Dieu et la France 27e pelerinage de la Touraine 11 Notre-Dame
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de Lourdes. Saint-Maixent, F. Chaboussant, 1899.
The 12 stanzas are set to a melody in three parts .

(16.) Dieu Ie veut!, cantique a N.-D. de Lourdes 23e pelerinage de la
Touraine. Saint-Maixent, Reverse, 1895.
For the 19 stanzas is printed a three-voice harmonization.

(17.) Dieu Ie Veut!, cantique a N.-D. de Lourdes 23e pelerinage de la
Touraine. Saint-Maixent, F. Chaboussant, 1901.
Another edition of the above .

(18.) Les echos de Lourdes, 31 cantiques en I'honneur de la Tres Sainte
Vierge. Saint-Maixent, F. Chaboussant, 1898. (volume one: 65pp.;
volume 2: 69pp.)
Each volume has 31 hymns most of them in three part harmony.

(19.) Gloire a la Reine du Ciel. 21 pelerinage de la Touraine a NotreDame de Lourdes. 2e edition. Saint-Maixent, Reverse, 1894.
The 37 stanzas are sung to a three part melody.

(20.) Je suis aDieu, je suis a toi, cantique a N. D. de Lourdes. 13
pelerinage de la Touraine. Tours, E. Juliot, 1900.
A two part melodY is printed for these 10 stanzas.

(21.) L'heure a sonne! . . . cantique pour Ie 33e pelerinage de la
Touraine a Notre-Dame de Lourdes. Saint-Maixent, F. Chaboussant, 1905.
A melody of three voices is given for these 21 stanzas.

(22.) Lourdes, c'est I'image du ciel, cantique a N.D. de Lourdes pour
Ie pelerinage annuel de la Touraine. Saint-Maixent, Ch. Reverse,
1891. 5e edition.
This hymn of 17 stanzas has printed with it a three-voice melody.

(23.) Marchons unis, cantique a N.-D. de Lourdes pour Ie 31 e pelerinage de la Touraine . . . et pour Ie 35e pelerinage. 2e edition.
Saint-Maixent, F. Chaboussant, 1907.
The 18 stanzas of this hYmn are to be sung to a three part melody.

(24.) Nous voulons Dieu, cantique a N.D. de Lourdes; pelerinage de
la Touraine. 2ge edition. Tours, E. Juliot, 1896.
This is a hymn of 1.2 stanzas.

(25.) Pour Dieu, pour la patrie. union de la France chretienne, cantique
a N .D. de Lourdes. 20 pelerinage de la Touraine. 2e edition.
Saint-Maixent, F. Chaboussant, 1896.
This is a hymn of 20 stanzas with lTIusic in three voice parts.

(26.) . Pour Jesus-Christ vivre et mourir, cantique a N.D. de Lourdes,
14 pelerinage de la Touraine. 11 e edition. Saint-Maixent, F.
Chaboussant, 1901.
These 20 stanzas have a musical setting in two voices.
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a

(27.) Reine du ciel, cantique
N.D. de Lourdes. 25 pelerinage de
Touraine. Saint-Maixent, F. Chaboussant, 1897.

la

There is printed for these 17 stanzas a three part melody.

(28.) Salut, 0 Vierge immaculee!, cantique pour Ie cinquantenaire des
apparitions de la T.S. Vierge a Lourdes (1858-1908) 36e pelerinage de la Touraine N.-D. de Lourdes. Saint-Maixent, F. Chaboussant, 1908.

a

A three-part melody is given for these 20 verses.

(29.) Veille sur nous; droits de Dieu, devoirs de I'homme, cantique
a N.D. de Lourdes. 19 pelerinage de la Touraine. 2e edition.
Tours, E. Juliot, 1890.
These 25 stanzas have a three voice musical setting.

(30.) Venez prier, Dieu ne meurt pas!, cantique a Notre Dame de
Lourdes, 22 pelerinage de la Touraine. Saint-Maixent, Ch. Reverse,
1893.
Music in three parts is printed for these 20 stanzas.

a

(31.) La Vierge du Rosaire, cantique
N.-D. de Lourdes. 18 pelerinage
de la Touraine. 2 edition. Tours, Juliot, 1889.
The 19 stanzas are set to music in three voices.

a

(32.) La Vierge du Rosaire, cantique
N.D. de Lourdes. 18 pelerinage
de la Touraine. 4e edition. Saint-Maixent, F. Chaboussant, n.d.
This is the same as the above save for some minor changes in the bass part.

SEGUR, A DE
Cantiques a la Tres Sainte Vierge pour Ie pelerinage de N.-D. de
Lourdes, paroles de A. de Segur, I'abbe Pellerin, I'abbe Maris, etc.
Paris, Choudens, 1901. (45pp.)
This is a collection of about 12 hYmns printed with organ accompaniment. The melodies
are attributed to Gounod. Couperin. Bizet and Goroigiani.

VEZERE, JEAN
Cantiques pour Ie temps de la guerre. Limoges, P. Dumont, 1914.
Only the first of these four "cantiques" says anything about Lourdes. The others are a
ludicrous blend of religious sentiment and anti-German hatred.

DISCOURSES: SPEECHES, SERMONS, REPORTS

a

Les Guerisons de Lourdes. Rapports presentes
Paris par les Medecins
la seance du 24 novembre 1912. Paris, Maison de la Bonne Presse,
1913. (58pp.)

a

Several doctors' reports establish the reality of nine Lourdes cures dating from 1911
and 1912.
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AUX, C., L'ABBE

Discours pour I'inauguration de la Benediction solennelle de la Statue
de la Tres-Sainte Vierge dans la Grotte Miraculeuse de lourdes . . .
Clermont-Ferrance it la librairie Catholique, 1864. (62pp.)
Before the blessing of the statue at the Grotto on April 4, 1864, a long Eermon was
delivered on divine theophanies in general and on the Lourdes visions in particular, The
short allocution after the blessing is also printed here.

BAILLY, EMMANUEL

Retraite du Pelerinage National it lourdes; instructions et conferences
donnees a lourdes du 19 au 22 aoOt 1915. Paris, Maison de la Bonne'
Presse, 1915. (213pp.)
These ten sermons all relate Our Lady of Lourdes to some one aspect of Christ:an life.
They were originally improvised by the director general of the ASEociation de NotreDame de Salut.

BOISSARIE, PROSPER GUSTAVE

les Merveilles Eucharistiques a lourdes. Etudes 42e annee-tome 104e
20 juillet 1905. (pp. 225-237)
les mervielles Eucharistiques a lourdes. Rome 2e annee, no. 21, 8 septembre, 1905. (pp. 272-277)
Four of Lourdes most famous Eucharistic miracles are the subject of this talk by the
director of the Lourdes Medical Bureau.

DESGRANGES, JEAN

les miracles de lourdes. limoges, le Petit Democrate, 1912. (32pp.)
The speaker at a celebration honoring the 50th anniversary of the apparitions considers
whether God intervenes at Lourdes. then examines some cures and the explanations of
unbelievers.

GRIMAUD, AUGUSTE, L'ABBE

Discours Proven<;al prononce dans la Basilique de Notre-Dame de
lourdes Ie 19 septembre 1883 . . . Avignon, Aubanel Freres, 1883.
(29pp.)
A French translation is printed with the original text of the first sermon in Provencal
preached a t the Lourdes basilica . The speaker spoke the patois of Bigorre. He also
contends that Mary performs more miracles of nature and grace at Lourdes than anywhere else.

JANVIER, MARIE-ALBERT

les miracles eucharistiques de lourdes . . . Paris, P. lethielleux. (20pp.)
Father Janvier speaking at the Lourdes Eucharistic Congress in 1914 explains how the
visible miracles worked during the Eucharistic processions aid one's faith in the invisible
wonders of the Eucharist itself.

MATHURIN, J.

lourdes et ses enseignements. Vannes, lafolyl Freres, 1905. (19pp.)
Presented at a 1904 Marian Congress held at Josselin, this report demonstrates that
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Lourdes is a living proclamation of t.he dogmas of the Immaculate Conception a n d Pap))
Infallibility. Some miracles are cited from among the pilgrims of Rennes anj QJimper.

RUMEAU, MGR.
Les divines opportunites des apparitions de la Vierge Immacu le.= ..•
Angers, Germain et G. Grassin, 1908. (52pp.)
The Bishop of Angers sPoke three times at the Lourdes celebration of the 1908 Goljen
Jubilee. The first sermon laments the Church's spoliation by the anti-clerical French
government. The second indicates that Lourdes is a school of religion in a wcrld indifferent to God. The third establishes an analogy between the Blessed Virgin at Lo uro'e,
and the Papacy. The back cover of this brochure has an unusual view of the basilicl.
a picture of the side facing the hill,

THIERY, ARMAND
Lourdes. Louvain, Institut Superieur de Philosophie, 1897. (l6pp.)
That mass hysteria or auto-suggestion had no part in curing a boy's diseased arm is
the principal burden of this speech on Lourdes miracles.

PERIODICALS
ALMANACS
Almanach de la Revue Lourdes pour I'an de grace 1917. Villedieu (Vaucluse), Publications Catholiques Franc;aises H. de Pierre-Prato
Some of the articles and stories about Lourdes published here are taken from other
sources.

Almanach de Notre-Dame de Lourdes pour I'an de grace 1900. Nancy,
E. Le Chevallier.
Some good photographs not to be found elsewhere illustrate the accounts of miracles and
of pilgrimages. There are additional copies for the years of 1901, 1902 and 1904.

Almanach de Notre-Dame de Lourdes 1900. Reims, Dubois-Popliment.
In addition to the report on the Reims' pilgrimage to Lourdes in 1899, and the stories
of some miracles there are on PP. 48-55 several drawings relative to the shrine of Our
Lady of Rocamadour and several pictures of Cahors on Pp. 58-62.

Almanach de Notre-Dame de Lourdes pour I'annee 1901. Reims, DuboisPopliment.
In this issue are some good photographs of Lourdes and Betharram. PP. 79-95 have information of the Archconfraternity of Our LadY of All Work. On P. 93 is a picture of
the Blessed Virgin under this title .

Almanach national Beige de N.D. de Lourdes pour I'an de grace 1898.
(128pp.)
The frontispiece here is a picture of St. Peter Fourier whose life is given on PP. 45-56.
Other illustrations are the photographs of Lourdes and of the Lourdes replicas in Belgium,
those of people miraculously cured, on P. 104 a drawing of the statue of Our Lady of
Tongres, Cause of our JOY, on p. 116 a picture of the Church of Our Lady of the Rosary
built at Patras by order of Leo XIII. Following P. 106 is some information on the
Association of Our Lady of the Cross.
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Almanach national Beige de N.D. de Lourdes pour I'an grace lS99.
Louvain, Imprimerie Saint-Augustin. (12Spp.)
Of importance here are the photographs of six Lourdes replicas in Europe and that of
Notre-Dame de Salut. patroness of the National French Pilgrimage. On P. 1~6 are the
words and music to a hymn on the glorious mysteries of the Rosary.

Almanach national Beige de N.D. de Lourdes pour I'an de grace 1900.
(12Spp.)
Two poems are printed in this issue: one of the Lourdes apparitions called La complainte
populaire rlmee de Notre Dame de Lourdes and the other on P. 43 by Rostand called
Le Rosafre des' Soeurs des Pauvres. The frontispiece is a picture of Fr. Victoire (Joseph
Delbrouchl whose life and martyrdom are sketched on P. 51. Illustrations are of the
Rosary mYsteries.

Almanach national Beige de N.D. de Lourdes pour I'an de grace 1901.
(12Spp.)
To be noted here are the photographs of events at Lourdes.

Guide-Almanach de N.-D. de Lourdes 1901. Bordeaux, J. Couret.
There are copies of this almanac from 1901 through 1905. Articles give news of Lourdes
pilgrimages. miracles. places of interest. Many photographs are reproduced.

Petit almanach des amis de Notre Dame de Lourdes pour I'an de grace
1900. (SOpp.)
Some anecdotes about St. BeInadette are given on PP. 17-27. Two miraculous cures are
detailed on PP. 28-37. Illustrations include pictures of the Rosary mysteries and one of
Dr. Dozous on P . 42.

Petit almanach des am is de Notre Dame de Lourdes pour I'an de grace
1901. Paris, Vic et Amat. (96pp.)
For the most part this is a reproduction of the Almanach National Bel .. e de N.D. de
Lourdes pour Pan de .. race 1901. (q.v.l

PERIODICALS
MAGAZINES
Annales de Notre Dame de Lourdes publiees par les RR. PP. Missionnaires de I'lmmaculee-Conception avec I'approbation de Monseigneur
I'eveque de Tarbes . Lourdes, Bertrand Pujo.
These annals. the official publication of the Lourdes shrine, contain news of pilgrimages.
miracles obtained and of other pertinent matters. Each year of publication, the first
being that of 1868. goes from April of one year to March of the next. The issues in
Clugnet's collection are as follows:

BOUND:
Vol. 1:
Vol. 2:
Vol. 3:
Vol. 4:
Vol. 5:
Vol. 6:

April
April
April
April
April
April

1868-March
1871-March
1874-March
1877-March
1880-March
1883-March

1869:
1872:
1875:
1878:
1881;
1884;

April
April
April
April
April
April

1869-March
1872-March
1875-March
1878-March
1881-March
1884-March
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1870:
1873:
1876 :
1879;
1882:
1885 ;

April
April
April
April
April
April

1870-March
1873-March
1876-March
1879-March
1882-March
1885-March

1871.
1874.
1877.
1880.
1883.
1886.

Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.

7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15 :

April 1886-March 1887:
April 1889-March 1890:
April 1892-March 1893:
April 1895-March 1896:
April 1898-March 1899:
April 1901-March 1902;
April 1904-March 1905:
April 1907-March 1908;
April 1910-March 1911;

April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April

1887-March
1890-March
1893-March
1896-March
1899-March
1902-March
1905-March
1908-March
1911-March

1888:
1891:
1894:
1897:
1900:
1903:
19061909;
1912:

April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April

1888-March
1891-March
1894-March
1897-March
1900-March
1903-March
1906-March
1909-March
1912-March

1889.
1892.
1895.
1898.
1901.
1904.
1907.
1910.
1913.

UNBOUND:

April 1913-March 1914
April 1914-March 1915
April 1915-March 1916
April 1916-February and March 1917
April and May 1917-February and March 1918
April and May 1918 : June and July; August and September: December 1918 and January
1919: February and March 1919.
April and May 1919; June and July: August: December 1919 and January 1920.
October and November 1921.

Ave Maria, revue mensuelle des pelerinages Remois. Reims, DuboisPopliment. I e annee mois de juin 1901 no. 1 (16pp.)
This monthly was to give information on pilgrimages sponsored by the pilgrimage directOry of the diocese of Reims. The present issue has details on the Lourdes' pilgrimage
of the previous year.

L'echo de Lourdes au Bouxhay. Liege, Imprimerie L'Aliiance Liegeoise.
The Canons Regular of the Lateran publish this magazine at a Lourdes replica in Bouxhay, Belgium. While it contains articles of general religious interest, it concentrates on
news about Lourdes, France and on the "hrine at Bouxhay. Copies in Clugnet's collection
are:
from the 5th year of publication: August
1912.
September ..
October
November
December
from the 6th year of pUblication: January 1913.
February

Le Messager Artesian de Notre Dame de Lourdes, organe mensuel du
comite des pelerinages publie au profit des malades avec I'approbation
de I'autorite diocesaine. Arras, Imprimerie de la Societe du Pas-de-Calais.
The purpose of this magazine is to perpetuate the remembrance of benefits received
from the Blessed Virgin and to foster in the citizens of Arras a greater love for her. It
gives news of cures and of other events at Lourdes. The four copies in the collection
are dated:
December 8, 1898 first year: no. 1
1899 first year: no. 4
March,
1901 third year: no . 2
January.
February, 1901 third year: no. 3

Revue des pelerinages diocesains de Belley a Lourdes et autres sanctuaires paraissant tous les trois mois. Bourg, J. Dureuil.
This revue was founded to foster pih:rimages and to give news of events taki~ place
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at the various shrines to which the diocese sent pilgrims. These are the issues in the
collection.

first year:

second year:

no .

March
June
August
November
December
January

1904

2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3
4
5
6

April
June
August
October
December
February

1905

1906

2
3
4
5
6

April
June
August
October
December
February

2
3
4
5

April
June
August
October
December

third year:

fourth Year:

fifth year:

sixth year:

seventh year:

6

Starting with this issue until December
1907. the revue is published every two
months. (paraissant tous les deux mois)
1905

1906

1907
1907

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

January
1908
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September

1
2
5
6
7
8
9
11
12

October
1908
November
February
1909
March
April
May
June
August
September

1
2
3

October
1909
November
December

Beginning with this issue. the revue Is
publis hed every month. (paraissant tous
1es mo!s)

NEWSPAPERS
Journal de la Grotte de Lourdes, hebdomadaire publie par les chape-

lains du sanctuaire.
This weekly of four sides is devoted exclusively to what concerns the Lourdes Grotto and
the pilgrimages. The issues in the Clugnet collection are as follows:
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Year of
Publication

Calendar
Year

60
61
62
63
64
65

1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913

66
67
68
69
70

1914
1915
1916
1917
1918

71

1919

72

1920

Remarks

Missing Issues of May 3 and July 5
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Issue of April 13 adds to title: organ officiel du pelerlnage
et du "Bureau des constatations medicales,J.
Complete
Missing issue of February 21.
Complete
Complete
Missing issues of July 14. September 1 and 8. The issues
from September 29 till December 29 are single sheets.
Missing issues of January 12. March 16 and 23. April 6.
July 6. September 14. October 26.
Missing issues of January 4, February 29, March 21. The
last issue is that of May 2 .

Lourdes, revue universelle des gloires de Marie. Villedieu (VaucluseFrance), Imprimerie des Publications Catholiques Fran~aises.
Published in this weekly of 8 sides are prayers. hymns. articles on the Blessed Virein
and other religious topics. See the February 1. 1917 issue of La. Sernalne rellcleuse du
diocese de Besancon for a notice warning people not support the Lourdes, revue unl ..
verselle which contains all sorts of pretended prophecies and has no diocesan approval.
Only four copies are in the Clugnet collection .
No.

30
81
88
111

February 9. 1918
March 15.
1919
May 3.
1919
January 31 and February 7. 1920.

La semaine religieuse du diocese de Besan~on.
The issues of this diocesan publication in the Clugnet collection are:
February through July of 1914
February and July of 1916
February of 1917.

La Voix de Lourdes. Dieu et patrie, famille et liberte. Journal mondial
paraissant Ie jeudi.
News concerning the Grotto and pilgrimages is stressed. but other events of both local
and national importance are also covered. The issues of 1908 have many articles and
cartoons on the Combes laws. Those of 1912 contain severe criticisms of Bishop Schoepfer.
The paper was issued weekly until 1913 when it appeared twice a month. Clumet·s
collection contains the following runs:
Year of publication

Calendar Year

3
4
5
6
7
8

1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913.

(double copies )

(up to November 1)
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EXTRACTS FROM PERIODICALS
Explorations Pyrem!ennes. Bulletin de la Societe Ramond. 17 annee,
1882-2e trimestre. Bagneres-de-Bigome. La Legende de Lourdes au
xiiie siecie. (pp. 47-62)
This article summarizes the early history and the legends of Lourdes.

Revue de I'lnstitut catholique de Paris. IVe annee, janvier, fevrier 1905,
no. 1. Paris, secretariat de I'lnstitut Catholique, librairie Poussielgue.
The above title is printed in ink on a brown paper cover enclosing Pp. 85-90 of the
issue in question which contains a review of Bertrin's Htstoire critique des evenements
de Lourdes.

Revue des Pyrenees France Meridionale-Espagne Septentrionale.
Fondee par MM. Julien Sacaze et Ie Dr. F. Garrigou ... tome XII-1900.
Toulouse, Bureaux de la Revue des Pyrenees, librairie Edouard Privat.
Only PP. 101-2 are here. This is a brief notice of a study in progress on building a new
basilica at Lourdes which would make a crypt of the Rosary Church and an apsidal
chapel of the present basilica.

Revue du monde Catholique, recueil international paraissant Ie ler et
Ie 15 de chaque mois. huitieme serie XLiVe annee-tome VIII.
no. 4 15 novembre 1905 (pp. 481-498)
no. 5
1 decembre 1905 (pp. 641-660)
Fevre, J. Mgr.: Le pelerinage de Lourdes.
The first installment mentions the different books written about Lourdes and also studies
the development of the work at the shrine. The second one discusses the miracles that
take place there.

Revue du mande Catholique, recueil international paraissant Ie ler et
Ie 15 de chaque mois; huitieme serie XLVle annee-tome XIV.
no. 1 ler avril 1907
no. 2 15 avril 1907
Hansjakob, Henri: Un Allemand en France en 1874.
Hansjakob is a pseudonymn for Ansgar Albing, pastor of the Martinus Kirche in Freiburg
of Breisgau . The article's first installment retells the story of Lourdes as found in
Lasserre's book. The second installment gives a traveller'S view of Lourdes and contains
some interesting interviews with the Abbe Peyramale.

Rome, revue mensuelle illustree. 1 annee, no. 12., 8 decembre, 1904.
La glorification de Marie Immaculee. (pp. 358-362)
This article describes events at Rome when the Dogma of the Immaculate Conception
was proclaimed. There are photographs of the room at the Vatican commemorating this
event and one of the statue in the Piazza de Spagna.
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Rome, publication mensuelle illustree. 2 annee no. 17. 8 mai, 1905.
Lourdes dans les jardins du Vatican.
Here is a history of the Lourdes replica in the Vatican Gardens. Four excellent photographs show St. Pius X at the blessing in March of 1905.

Rome, revue mensuelle illustree. 2 annee no. 24. 8 decembre 1905.
Dr. Boissarie: Le Pape et les guerisons de Lourdes. (pp. 355-6)
A brief notice tells of St. Pius X's desire to have the most important cures at Lourdes
studied by the Sacred Congregation of Rites.

Semaine Religieuse du diocese de Bourges, 53 annee-no. 21. 26 mai
1917. Bourges, Vve Tardy-Pigelet et Fils. (pp. 279-282)
Here is a review of a book on medical proofs for a miracle.

Supplement au Bulletin National Beige de N.D. de Lourdes (numero
de septembre 1899) Bruxelles, Lyon-Classen. Le congres Eucharistique
Lourdes. (pp. 56-65)

a

Some photographs of the procession that took place during the Congress of August 7-11.
1899 are included.

WORKS OF A LITERARY NATURE: POEMS, PLAYS, NOVELS

POEMS
ANONYMOUS
Souvenir de Lourdes, pelerinage de Rouen sous la presidence de Monseigneur Thomas, Archeveque 1889. Eu.-Imprimerie d'Hocquelus.
In some twelve pages an enthusiastic pilgrim gives his impression of Lourdes.

BRUNET, MARIE
Poeme de Lourdes ou traduction des Apparitions de la Tres Sainte
Vierge a la Grotte de Massabielle . . . ome de 130 gravures de M.
Blanchard-Demouge. 1895. 2 vols. (227pp.; 253pp.)
Forming the longest of the quasi-epic histories. these 31 cantos narrate the stOry of the
apparitions, the building of the basilica and the life of Bernadette. A melody is printed
in four parts for the invocation to Our Lady of Lourdes after each canto.

CASSOU, MARIE THERESE
La tres-Sainte Vierge dans les Pyrenees Lourdes, Betharram, Feas,
Garaison, Sarrance, Pietat. Pau, Imprimerie Vve. Vignancour, 1874.
(12pp.)
Only three of these poems are about Lourdes. Another celebrates all Martan shrines in
the Pyrenees. The rest are poems dedicated to various persons.
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CHAMBAUD, LEON, L'ABBE
Aux Roches de Massabielle. Notre Dame de Lourdes. Tours, Cattier,
1877. (336pp.)
Following the poem's twelve cantos are notes containing: 1.) the mayor's ordinance
closing the Grotto after the 17th apparition; 2.) the bishop's order establishing the commission of inquest; 3.) the mandate authenticating the visions; 4,) Bishop Fie 's homily
at the coronation of Our Lady of Lourdes July 3, 1876.

COSTE, MARIUS
Notre-Dame de Lourdes. Essais poetiques. Marseille, en vente
Librairie Mabilly, 1876. (49pp.)

a

la

The supernatural effects of Lourdes are the subject of these poems, the last of which
is an ode on the Immaculate Conception .

DARDY, LEOPOLD, L'ABBE
Notre-Dame de Lourdes; preambule en fran<;ais recit en vers patois
Agen, Imp.
Gascon dialecte de la voyante-Traduction en regard .
Joseph Soulodre, 1896. (139pp.)
This ten-part poeJTI in the Gascon dialect considers Lourdes primarily as a place where
men are strengthened in their fight against evil. The more lyrical part 8 has all creation
singing to honor the Blessed Virgin . At the back are the words and music for five
Gascon hymns.

FROIDURE, EDOUARD

a

Cinquantenaire de Lourdes 1858-1908. Gerbe
I'lmmaculee recueil de
poesies. Ypres, Impr. Callewaert-de Meulenaere, 1908. (130pp.)
Not all of these 61 poems printed for the Golden Jubilee Year are concerned directly
with the shrine.

GERDE, PHILADELPHE DE
Bernadette; poeme pastoral, texte Gascon et traduction fran<;aise de
I'auteur. Paris, Nouvelle Libraire National, 1913. (296pp.)
Pervaded by a strong Gascon pride, this idyll on Bernadette's early years evokes the
charm and serenity of the countryside in which she lived. The notes contain snatches
of Mistral's verse and bits of Gascon history, lore and folk-song.

HIERS, CLEMENCE
Notre-Dame de Lourdes; poeme historique ... second tirage. Courtrai,
Eugene Beyaert, 1872. (68pp.)
This, the earliest of the poem-histories, ends with the vision of March 25 when the
Blessed Virgin called herself "The Immaculate Conception". A hymn to Our Lady of
Lourdes follows the poem.

JAMMES, FRANCIS
Les voix des fontaines de Lourdes. Journal de I'universite des annales;
onzieme annee, annee scolaire 1916-1917, numero 6-15 mars 1917.
(pp. 323-348)
Four pages of photographs illustrate this narrative, a lyrical praise of the apparitions,
the pilgrimages and miracles.
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LAUBAREDE, ETIENNE
Lourdes echos et souvenirs . . . Paris, Bloud et Barral, 1897. (140pp.)
TwentY-eight poems on the apparitions and the people concerned with the early days
of the shrine are followed by a legend made up by the author called "The Harp of Gold".

MOREAU, FRANCIS XAVIER
La divine histoire de Notre-Dame de Lourdes ou les dix-huit apparitions
de la tres Sainte Vierge
Bernadette Soubirous ... Tours, Paul Bousrez,
1902. (1 06pp.)

a

In ten books this poem relates the story of the shrine's origins. the early miracles and
the inquest of the bishop's commission,

MOUREAU, P. F.
La survivance de Lourdes; poeme en vente chez I'auteur
(Gironde). Mayenne, Imprimerie Ch. Colin, 1904. (31 pp.)

a

Creon

A dream of apocalyptic splendor envisions the Blessed Virgin's glory as it will appear
after the end of the world.

ROC HARD, EMILE
Marie de la Creation du monde
1914. (294pp.)

a Lourdes.

Paris, Gabriel Beauchesne,

The Blessed Virgin in prophecy and during her life comprise the first two parts of this
collection of poeins while the third sings of Pius IX's "Ineffabilis Deus", the 18 Lourdes
visions and other earlier French shrines. At the end of the volume an alphabetical list
tells where the banners hanging in the basilica are located.

TEXIER, ABEL
Ala gloire de Bernadette. Paris, Librairie Vic et Amat, 1913? (70pp.)
Effusive emotion characterizes these 30 poems on Bernadette.

PLAYS
ANGLAS, LEON, L'ABBE
Bernadette a la premiere apparition de Lourdes; drame historique en
trois actes et un tableau . . . Montauban, Edouard Forestie, 1902. (61 pp.)
Almost all the action in this brief play takes place at Bernadette's home before and
after the first apparition.

BACKES, L., L'ABBE
Notre Dame de Lourdes; grande piece religieuse en 4 actes et 12
tableaux. Tours, Paul Salmon, 1907. (94pp.)
Perhaps the most ambitious of the plays, this one telescopes almost all of the shrine's
early history: the apparitions. the inquest by civil authority. the first miracles. the
erection of the basilica.

BRETONNEAU, L. J., L'ABBE
Bernadette; grande piece religieuse en 2 parties pour congregations,
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pensionnats et ecoles libres. Tours, Alfred Cattier, 1908. (98pp.)
Written for an all-female cast. this play borrowed from the one by Backes. Part cne
takes place at the time of the apparitions; part two is made up of scenes from Bernadette's life in the convent at Nevers.

GAELL, RENE
Leve toi et marche! piece en 2 actes. Paris, Maison de la Bonne Presse,
n.d. (47pp.)
Though she herself is not cured, a young cripple's faith in Lourdes converts her father,
an unbelieving doctor.

POUVILLON, EMILE
Bernadette de Lourdes (mystere). Paris, Librairie Pion, E. Pion, Nourrit
et Cie., 1894. (troisieme edition)
Filled with many suspect religious notions, this long drawn out mystery play is completelY lacking in dramatic power. A host of fictional characters are introduced into
the two parts, the first of which deals with Bernadette's visions and their attendant
persecution. the second with Bernadette in the convent struggling against temptations
to pride.

NOVELS
PONTHAUD, A.
A I'ombre des rochers Massabielle; souvenirs de Marie-Louise. Paris,
Vic et Amat. 1909. (334pp.)
The stOry of a young girl who through the intercession of the Blessed Virgin of Lourdes
is freed from entering upon what would have been a disastrous marriage.

PONTHAUD, A.
Deux mois a Lourdes; journal de Berengere. 4me edition. Paris, Vic et
Amat, 1909. (301 pp.)
This sequel to the author's Chez Ie. Mondalns is written in the form of letters which a
girl addresses to her mother from Lourdes. There are a lot of details about commonplace
occurrences as well as descriptions of events taking place at the Grotto.

ZOLA, EMILE
Les trois villes Lourdes. Paris, Bibliotheque-Charpentier, G. Charpentier
et E. Fasquelle, 1894. (598pp.)
Zola's thesis in writing this novel. one of the most controversial books ever written on
Lourdes, was that it is the instinctive hankering after a lie which creates human
credulity. that miracles are based on human ignorance. and that man must have some
hope and therefore thirsts after illusions.

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS
ANONYMOUS
Les bannieres de la France a Notre-Dame de Lourdes par un des missionnaires gardiens de la Grotte; manifestation du 6 octobre 1872Les bannieres dans la chapelle.-Indicateur descriptif et historique pour
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la visite des bannieres. Lourdes, Bertrand Pujo, 1873. (l64pp.)
Chapters one and two give a history of the National Pilgrimage of 1872 and tell why
the b a nners are left hanging in the basilica . Chapter three lists 302 banners, describes
each one and gives its location in the basilica. Brief sketches are included of other
Marian shrines that sent banners.

La Bolivie prosternee aux pieds sacres de Notre-Dame de Lourdes.
Lourdes, Imprimerie de la Grotte, 1888. (18pp.)
Bolivia offered two banners, one to the Pope and one to Our Lady of Lourdes . Letters
in regard to this offering and the talk given at the blessing of the banners are printed
here.

Culte local de la Vierge Marie; articles des journaux et des revues.
Lourdes I
Culte local de la Vierge Marie; articles des journaux et des revues.
Lourdes II
Two scrapbooks of newspaper and magazine articles on Lourdes. Volume one goes from
1905-1909 and volume two from 1909-1914. Material concerning Dr. Chide's attacks on
Lourdes fills much of the latter .

L'histoire de Notre-Dame de Lourdes sur les vitraux de la basilique.
Originally published in the August issue of 1878 of the Annale. de Notre-Dame de
Lourdes, this is a description of the details in the 23 windows of the basilica picturing
the history of the shrine.

a

Notre-Dame de Lourdes, I'lmmaculee la toute Sainte Mere de Dieu
Rome et
Paris (1877-1878). Saint-Cloud, Imprimerie de Mme. Ve
Eugene Belin, 1878. (28pp .)

a

These pages describe the room at the Vatican containing translations of Pius IX's
IneffabllIs Deus which defined the dogma of the Immaculate Conception. There is a
letter here addressed to the Abbe Sire by this Pope upon reception of the library.

L'ostensoir et la couronne de Notre-Dame de Lourdes. Lourdes, Imprimerie de la Grotte, 1900. (24pp.)
A complete description of the monstrance used on special occasions at Lourdes. the work
of the artist Armand Calliat of Lyons. The crown for the Blessed Virgin's statue made
by Mellerio (Meller) of Paris is also minutely described and its symbolism explained.

Supplement aux Annales de N.D. de Lourdes, livraison 30 septembre
1908. Pelerinage spirituel
Lourdes
I'occasion du 50e anniversaire
des prodigeuses apparitions de I'lmmaculee avec indulgences accordees·
par Ie Souverain Pontife Pie X du "fevrier" au "fevrier", 1909.

a

a

This is a bulletin listing the indulgences and other spiritual favors accorded to those who
wish to be e"nrolled as spiritual pilg rims (0 Lourdes during the JUbilee Year of 1908.
Names of those offering 10 centimes are to be inscribed in the blanks.

Le triduum du jubile des noces d'argent de Notre-Dame de Lourdes
Lourdes, Bertrand Pujo, 1883. (55pp.)
Details are given here of the three days, 14-16 of July 1883 celebrating the 25th anniversary of the apparitions and of the placing of the first stone for the Rosary Church.
Extracts from talks by various prelates at the ceremonies are included.
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BARADUC, HIPPOL YTE

a

La force curatrice
Lourdes et la psychologie du miracle. Paris, Bloud
et Cie., 1907. (39pp.)
Posits the theory that the intense collective prayer at pilgrimages becomes a natural
curative force causing a "fall of grace" like "rain drops" that effect miracles in a way
similar to electrical induction. Several photos of these mysterious particles are included.

BAUDOUX, GEORGES

Lourdes et la separation. Auch, Imprimerie Generale du Gers, 1907.
(58pp.)
Considers the effects, economic and otherwise. on Lourdes and the French rural areas
produced by the laws of 1905 separating church and state.

BERGE, L'ABBE

La providence ou Notre-Dame de Lourdes
(53pp.)

. Tarbes, E. Vimard, 1874.

Father Berge claims the Blessed Virgin ordered him to write Napoleon III directing that
he pray at Lourdes for the perpetuation of his dYnasty . There is here also a letter he
wrote Pius IX predicting that the Vatican Council would begin and end during a time
of peace and that the Pope would lose his temporal power.

CAZAURAN, L'ABBE
Le berceau du P.P. de Lourdes ou Notre-Dame de Garaison, poeme
inedit publie et annote par I'abbe Cazauran . . . Paris, Victor Palme,
1883. (325pp.)
This is an anonymous French translation of a quasi-epic in Latin written by a .Jesuit
named Aubery who died in 1652. The poem is about the Marian shrine at Garaison
which the editor Cazauran considers a sort of prelude to Lourdes. The latter shrine is
considered on PP. 303-325.

DUPLESSY, E., L'ABBE
Le voeu des eveques
Notre-Dame de Lourdes (lectures pour Ie mois
de Marie) Paris, Maison de la Bonne Presse, 1918. (223pp.)

a

The 31 chapters deal with a vow made by the bishops of France to conduct their
dioceses in pilgrimage to Lourdes to thank God for victory and to ask for a lasting
peace, this after World War I.

GIVRY, GRILLOT DE
Les villes initiatiques 1. Lourdes etude hierologique. Paris, Bibliotheque
Chacornac, 1902. (372pp.)
Part one of this esoteric work finds many analogies in pagan religions to events at
Lourdes and seems to put them all on the same level. Some interesting things on
Bernadette are on PP. 198-241. Part two, a general rview of Christian art, contains a
severe criticislU of the art in Lourdes churches. Pp . 302-365. A Gregorian chant melody
is printed with the author's Latin hymn honoring Bernadette on PP. 371-2.
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GOURSAT, LEOPOLD

les mysteres Sataniques de lourdes
Savaete, 1905. (116pp & 124pp.)

a travers

les ages. Paris, Arthur

After explaining in part one the nature of Adam's sin and its consequences, the author
in part two shows how the devil glorified man's fall through obscene worship in caves
and concludes that the Blessed Virgin appeared in just such a place at Lourdes to
manifest anew her power over all diabolic manifestations.

HILAIRE, PERE, O.F.M.

Notre Dame de lourdes et l'lmmaculee-Conception
Pelagaud, 1880. (565pp.)

. lyon, J. B.

France's great theologian of the 19th century in a most profound and exhaustive study
of the Immaculate Conception in all its ramifications shows how appropriately the
Blessed Virgin used this title in giving her name to Bernadette.

LAFOND, PAUL

lourdes, terre de Miracles.
A four-page announcement of a forthcoming book on Lourdes with some good photos :
the farm at Bartres where Bernadette lived during her childhood, a rear view of the
basilica. (Production of the book was delayed by World War 1.1

LASSERRE, HENRI

Tres humble supplique et memoire adresse par M. Henri lasserre a la
Sacree Congregation du Saint Office Romain sur certaines abus tresprejudiciables a la religion commis dans Ie diocese de Tarbes. lisieux,
E. Piel, 1870. (63pp.)
The author requests that the Holy Roman Office, indeed the entire Vatican Council then
in session, take some action with respect to Lourdes which he claims is being turned
into a place of commerce. He accuses the priests charged with the Grotto of avarice and
also complains about the inaccuracies in the history of the apparitions published in the
Annales de Notre Dame de Lourdes.

MONBRUN, ALFRED

l'eglise du Rosaire de Notre Dame de lourdes. lourdes, Bertrand Pujo,
1883. (8pp.)
This brochure is an extract from Monbrun's Notre Dame de Lourdes. A plan of the
structure whose first stone was laid in 1883 is included and so is a brief of Pius IX of
1875 approving the plan to build this Rosary Church.

MONIQUET, PAULIN, L'ABBE

le cas de M. Henri lasserre. lourdes-Rome-Paris, Arthur Savete, 1897.
(181 pp.)
Moniquet accuses Lasserre of substituting his own personal investigations for those of
the episcopal inquest in writing his well-known history of Lourdes. of falsifying the
facts in trying to be dramatic, and of being disobedient to Church authorities. Part two
criticizes Lasserre's action towards Rome as regards his New Translation 01 the Holy
Gospels.
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REPLICAS OF LOURDES
COMPAGNON, P.·M.
Le culte de Notre-Dame de Lourdes dans la Societe des MissionsEtrangeres. Paris, Pierre Tequi, 1910. (360pp.)
Lourdes replicas in Asia and the cures worked there are the subject of this volume.
Some photographs are included.

DENIS, ANTOINE, S.J.
Pelerinage a Notre Dame de Lourdes en Flandre; deuxieme edition.
Societe de Saint-Augustin. Bruges (Belgique) Desciee, De Brouwer et
Cie., 1886. (27Spp.)
The stories of some 50 tempOral and 3 spiritual favors received at Oostacker.

GAULTIER, HENRY
Gloires de Lourdes; dieuxieme partie. N.-D. de Lourdes
monde. Paris, Vic et Amat, 1914. (304pp.)

a travers

Ie

This. the second part of Gaultier's work on Lourdes. tells of Lourdes' shrines in 15
different countries throughout the world. Photographs of several are given.

KIRWAN, S. DE
Notre-Dame d'Oostacker ou Lourdes en Flandre. extrait du Pretre, 10
et 24 janvier, 1901. Paris, Sueur-Charruey. (l6pp.)
A history of the Lourdes replica at Oostacker Is given together with details on some
of the cures effected there.
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